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A problem inherent in ARQ multicasting over a broadcast channel is that a re-
transmission typically benefits only a minority of destinations while all others wait
unproductively. This results in poor throughput to each receiving station in the net-
work, with the throughput diminishing as the number of receivers grows.
If point-to-point links between the transmitter and each receiver were also avail-
able, then conceivably retransmissions could be sent over such secondary links. This
would reduce the frequency of retransmissions interrupting the flow of new packets
on the broadcast link. That is, ahybridsatellite-terrestrial network architecture would
allow greater throughput for multicasting than a pure-satellite network.
This work examines ARQ multicasting in such a network, and confirms by anal-
ysis and simulation that, within limits, such a throughput advantage can be real-
ized. A detailed discussion of implementation aspects for point-to-point and point-to-
multipoint ARQ protocols in both pure-satellite and hybrid networks is presented as
well. This work also considers partitioning a fixed amount of bandwidth to maximize
throughput, possibly subject to a cost constraint, and the effect of a “poor listener”
upon performance in both pure-satellite and hybrid networks.
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Satellites are excellently suited for distributing information simultaneously to multiple
locations. As in nearly all communication systems, some sort of error control scheme
is required in satellite multicasting to assure satisfactory fidelity of the information
provided to each destination.
Error control schemes may be broadly classified as forward error correction (FEC)
or automatic-repeat-request (ARQ), and both can be applied for satellite commu-
nication. FEC has been used in satellite/space communication for decades, having
grown from successful application by NASA for communication with interplanetary
probes [1, 2]. However, satellite channel characteristics vary with time, and at any
given time multiple receivers may perceive different channel qualities. Applying FEC
for satellite multicast communication accordingly requires using an error-correcting
code strong enough to protect data against worst-case channel impairments. Unfortu-
nately the error correction capability provided by a powerful FEC code comes at the
cost of sending many check symbols which constitute overhead in the communica-
1
tion. Further, this overhead penalty is exacted even at times of good channel quality,
since FEC is not an adaptive error control technique. This is particularly troubling
since good channel conditions will be experienced a majority of the time when using
a well-designed satellite link [3].
ARQ protocols adapt to different channel qualities by retransmitting data only
as needed. Also, an error-detecting code capable of detectingt or fewer errors in
k information symbols requires fewer overhead symbols than would an FEC code
designed to correctt errors in the samek symbols [1, 2]. Hence ARQ can provide
high fidelity with less overhead than FEC during times of good channel quality, which
tend to prevail as mentioned above. A drawback of ARQ not suffered by FEC is the
need for a feedback channel, but this requirement is often an acceptable concession
for achieving information transfer with excellent fidelity. Also, the presence of a
feedback channel opens the possibility for so-calledreliablecommunication, in which
the transmitter can know positively that the receiver has indeed received information
which the transmitter had sought to deliver, in correct order, without duplicates or
errors.
A difficulty arises in applying ARQ in multicast settings. The typical problem in a
multicast ARQ system is that retransmissions are sent over the multicast channel, but
those retransmissions are typically required by only a few receivers and do not benefit
the other receivers. The other receivers wait for a new information frame unproduc-
tively during such retransmissions. Accordingly the throughput for the system falls
drastically as the number of receivers increases. Furthermore, if one receiving station
is a “poorer listener” than other stations, namely it suffers a relatively high frame error
rate, then the throughput to all stations is essentially limited by that poorer listener [4].








Figure 1.1: Multicasting in a hybrid network.
how be sent only to the receivers which need them. It is natural, then, to suggest
supplementing a satellite multicast system with a set of point-to-point terrestrial links
between the transmitter and each receiver, as depicted in Figure 1.1. In such a sys-
tem, retransmissions could be sent terrestrially instead of via the multicast satellite
link. This would allow retransmissions to be conducted without disrupting the flow of
fresh information frames via the satellite link, and the throughput would possibly be
thereby improved. Furthermore, if the ARQ acknowledgements were to be sent ter-
restrially as well, then the receiving stations would not require satellite transmission
capability and the cost of such stations might be correspondingly reduced.
This dissertation examines multicast ARQ operation in such ahybrid (satellite and
terrestrial) network configuration. A review of relevant literature is now presented to
provide context for this work.
3
1.2 Historical Perspective
1.2.1 Stop-and-Wait Multicast ARQ
The seminal paper in multicast ARQ was written by Calo and Easton and appeared
in 1981 [5]. This work presented a protocol, adapted from a standard stop-and-wait
(SW) point-to-point ARQ protocol, for ARQ multicasting via satellite. In this proto-
col, the transmitter sends a block ofN frames and then waits to collect acknowledge-
ments. Each receiver’s acknowledgement comprises a field identifying the receiver
and anN-bit field to acknowledge positively and negatively the individual frames of
the block just received. After waiting enough time to collect acknowledgements from
all receivers, the transmitter sends a block of those frames not yet acknowledged by
all receivers. The receivers again send acknowledgements and this process continues
until all N frames have been acknowledged by all receivers.
1.2.2 Go-back-N Multicast ARQ
While Calo and Easton’s scheme is a good start to addressing the need for ARQ
multicasting, it inherits the inefficiency of stop-and-wait ARQ. Maseet al. proposed
broadcast go-back-N (GBN) ARQ protocols for satellite communication in [6]. In
particular, both an end-to-end protocol and a tandem protocol were discussed.
The end-to-end scheme is a modified “conventional multicast GBN ARQ proto-
col.” Two features of such a “conventional” protocol are (1) every frame must be
acknowledged, either positively or negatively, by all receivers; and (2) every frame
transmitted must be positively acknowledged by all receivers in order to avoid a re-
transmission. Thus, if receiverA successfully receives a frame, but receiverB does
not, and the frame is retransmitted, but this time receiverA does not successfully re-
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ceive the retransmitted frame and so sends a negative acknowledgement, another re-
transmission is required. The authors attempt to avoid this inefficiency by modifying
the “conventional” protocol: a specialretransmission indication block (RIB)is in-
troduced, to notify all receivers before a GBN retransmission commences. While not
explicitly stated, it appears that perfect receipt of this RIB is assumed. (The authors do
not state the RIB contains any information whatsoever, such as perhaps the sequence
number of the first frame to be retransmitted; the RIB is apparently just a signal for
special action by a receiver.) When a receiver having no outstanding frames—and so
not awaiting any retransmitted frames—receives such an RIB, it discards the nextN
frames and so avoids accepting duplicate frames. Such a receiver also acknowledges
all the frames it discards, without having to actually determine the error condition of
these frames. If instead the receiver requires some frame retransmissions, then some
0 < n< N frames must have already been discarded by the time the RIB arrives, so
the receiver can know when to cease perfunctorily discarding frames and so when to
restore normal attention to frames received. Thus simple counting rules determine
how many frames to discard.
The tandem ARQ protocol proposed by Maseet al. assumes special supporting
equipment aboard the satellite. It uses a point-to-point protocol for error control on the
uplink between a transmitting earth station and the satellite, and a point-to-multipoint
protocol for the downlink from the satellite to multiple receiving earth stations. In this
scheme, a frame successfully received by the satellite from the transmitter on the Earth
is immediately multicasted to the ground receivers. If the frame is unsuccessfully
received by the satellite, then that frame is not multicasted to the receivers but a special
dummy frame is sent instead. This dummy frame is discarded upon receipt by the
receivers. The point-to-point ARQ between the transmitter and the satellite also uses
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an RIB to maintain synchronization between the uplink and downlink transmissions.
The tandem system is shown to have higher throughput than the end-to-end system
due to a reduction of propagation delay for initiating retransmissions and a decoupling
of uplink and downlink errors.
An inefficiency to be observed in this work is that each receiver must positively
acknowledge all frames successfully received, even those frames already received
successfully and retransmitted only to benefit other receivers. This requirement arises
from the two aforementioned features of the “conventional” multicast ARQ protocol—
which are effectively preserved in the proposed end-to-end scheme—and from the
transmitter not “remembering” acknowledgements from receivers for a frame posi-
tively acknowledged by only some, but not all, receivers. If a history of such ac-
knowledgements were to be maintained at the transmitter, and if the counting rules
were to be replaced with the simple rule of checking if an arriving valid frame’s se-
quence number matches the number of the frame expected, the throughput could be
improved, and the RIB could be eliminated.
1.2.3 Improved GBN Multicast ARQ
Gopal and Jaffe [7] perceived such inefficiencies and examined three GBN point-
to-multipoint ARQ protocols. These three protocols differ in the degrees to which
the transmitter regards past acknowledgements from receivers. In the first protocol,
calledmemoryless, the transmitter ignores this history entirely. Hence this scheme
has an “all-or-none” approach: all receivers must acknowledge the same transmission
of a frame, or else the frame will be retransmitted. The extreme opposite approach
is taken in the third protocol, calledfull-memory: the transmitter regards the entire
available history of acknowledgements from all receivers for all frames transmitted
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[within the ARQ window]. An intermediate approach is taken in the second protocol,
called limited memory: full-memory operation applies for only the first packet in a
group of consecutive packets retransmitted by the GBN protocol, but no history is
maintained for any packets following that first one. Thus the transmitter considers
acknowledgements of individual receivers but disregards the information of which
receivers have acknowledged frames sent before the transmitter “goes back” for a
retransmission. Not surprisingly, simulations establish the throughput superiority of
the full-memory protocol over the other two protocols.
1.2.4 Selective Repeat Multicast ARQ
A selective-repeat (SR) version of Gopal and Jaffe’s examination of memoryless and
full-memory protocols appeared in [8], by Sabnani and Schwartz. Instead of “mem-
oryless” and “full-memory”, the nomenclature used in [8] is “fixed retransmission
group (FRG)” and “dynamic retransmission group reduction (DRGR),” respectively.
Paralleling the findings in [7], Sabnani and Schwartz found the DRGR technique
yields superior throughput. They also found, again not surprisingly, that in a system
with many receivers and high bandwidth-delay product broadcast channels, a GBN
scheme does not provide usable throughput, while the SR version does.
1.2.5 Hybrid ARQ for Multicasting
The essential property to be gleaned from the works described above is that protocols
which regard more of the history of ARQ acknowledgements, and retransmit fewer
packets, tend to offer higher throughputs; this is hardly surprising. Having so in-
creased the protocol complexity primarily at the transmitter, more recent literature has
suggested adding sophistication to both the transmitter and the receivers. In particu-
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lar, incorporatinghybrid ARQtechniques—in which FEC and ARQ are combined—is
the trend evident in multicast ARQ works of the past few years, reflected in the rep-
resentative works cited below. This trend reflects similar developments in modern
point-to-point ARQ schemes.
(The reader is cautioned that the term “hybrid ARQ” is a standard term in the
literature and is not related to this dissertation’s term of “hybrid network” for a parallel
arrangement of satellite and terrestrial networks.)
Deng proposed type-I hybrid GBN and SR ARQ schemes for multicasting in [9].
A shortened Hamming code is used for error correction while a cyclic redundancy
check (CRC) is used for error detection.
A type-II hybrid SW ARQ scheme for multipoint transmission was proposed
in [10]. In this scheme, rate-compatible BCH codes are used for error correction.
Each time another retransmission for a particular packet is requested, the transmitter
sends [additional] parity digits which, when combined with the original data packet,
form a series of codewords of decreasing rate. After some number of unsuccessful
attempts to recover the original data, the receiver requests the original data packet
be retransmitted. (A similar modified type-II hybrid ARQ scheme for point-to-point
communication was proposed in [11]).
A more sophisticated adaptive type-II hybrid GBN multicast ARQ scheme was
considered in [12]. A concatenated coding scheme is used in this work. The outer
code is a BCH code, and the inner code is a repetition code of rate 1=m (m= 2;3; : : :).
That is, BCH-encoded data is fed to a rate-1/2 convolutional encoder, which yields
two sequences. The transmitted frame consists ofm  1 alternations of the two
sequences obtained from the convolutional encoder. The inner convolutional code
is used by the receiver for error detection, estimating channel BER, and deciding
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whether to request a retransmission or to first attempt error correction with the outer
BCH code (which is then also used for error detection). A frame’s repetition number
mdepends on the window size, the number of receivers which have not positively ac-
knowledged the frame, and the channel BER, and is found by dynamic programming
techniques. The channel BER information is communicated from the receivers to the
transmitter in the acknowledgements from the former. The transmitter maintains a
list of which frames have been positively acknowledged, and which negatively, by all
receivers. In the event the ARQ timer for a frame expires, the transmitter “goes back”
to send that frame and all frames which follow.
1.2.6 Other Multicast ARQ Techniques
Multicast ARQ protocols not based on hybrid ARQ techniques have appeared in the
literature as well. Wang and Silvester suggested sending multiple copies of each ARQ
frame to improve the likelihood of correct reception before requesting a retransmis-
sion ([13]). The optimal number of frame repetitions for this scheme is determined by
a dynamic programming technique. Another multiple-copies SR technique appeared
in [14].
Jolfaeiet al. suggested an SR ARQ protocol in which frames requiring retrans-
mission are combined by modulo-2 addition into an “XOR frame” [15, 16, 17]. If
the frames are properly combined, the XOR frame will contain at most one frame not
received correctly by any particular receiver. Since the list of frames used to compose
the XOR frame is sent with the XOR frame, an individual receiver can extract from
the XOR frame the single constituent frame which that receiver has not yet correctly
received.
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1.2.7 Placement of this Dissertation
The works cited above representatively indicate the development of multicast ARQ
may be characterized, although perhaps not precisely, as two generations. The first
generation of multicast ARQ protocol development focused on adapting classical SW,
GBN, and SR protocols for the multicast setting. After resolving fundamental issues,
such as abandoning an “all-or-none” treatment of acknowledgements from the set of
receivers, a second generation of multicast ARQ techniques arose. In this second (and
continuing) generation, efforts have concentrated on hybrid ARQ techniques, perhaps
fueled in part by the more-recent availability of hardware to support FEC at greatly
diminished expense. Some non-hybrid ARQ multicasting techniques have also been
proposed.
While better coding schemes may be introduced for multicast hybrid ARQ in the
future, such advancements would likely be variations upon the hybrid ARQ theme
which seems fairly mature in the literature. Accordingly, major advances in the mul-
ticast ARQ art are not to be expected from hybrid ARQ techniques. Some multicast
ARQ schemes which do not incorporate hybrid ARQ techniques have been intro-
duced, but these either have limited extensibility (in the case of “XOR” retransmis-
sions) or rely on complex real-time or offline calculations to achieve optimal perfor-
mance (in the case of multiple copies techniques). Accordingly, it seems likely that
future novelty in multicast ARQ would likely entail methods substantially different
from those so far considered in the literature.
This work presents such a different method: augmenting the broadcast satellite
channel, which is ideally suited for simultaneous multipoint information distribution,
with separate links to carry the retransmissions which have importance to individ-
ual receivers. The protocol chosen as the basis for this work comes from the end of
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the first generation of multicast ARQ development: Sabnani and Schwartz’s DRGR
technique for SR multicast ARQ ([8]). This protocol is elegant in regarding acknowl-
edgements intelligently but doesn’t entail FEC complexities which are most beneficial
primarily under high error conditions.
1.3 Overview of the Dissertation
The throughput achievable using ARQ error control for unicasting and multicasting,
in pure-satellite and hybrid networks, is examined in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 discusses
several details regarding implementing ARQ protocols, and considers how they affect
throughput. Chapter 4 presents both simulation results and some additional discussion
pertaining to multicasting. Conclusions and thoughts for future work are presented in
Chapter 5.
Some helpful identities used in this work are presented in Appendix A. A glossary




In this chapter, the throughput of ARQ for unicasting and multicasting in pure-satellite
and hybrid networks is calculated.
The ultimate purpose of an ARQ system is to deliver error-free information frames
in proper order to a consuming process at the receiver (or receivers, in a multicast
setting). Hence the performance measure is defined for this dissertation to be the
throughput,ν, calculated as the expected number of information bits released per
second to the consuming process.
Let β be the expected number of frames sent by the transmitter per frame deliv-
ered to all receivers. With this definition,β is a measure ofinefficiency(while its
reciprocal is a measure of efficiency), andβ 1. This quantity will be used to calcu-
late throughputs only in pure-satellite networks, although it will be used in a hybrid




Unicasting in a pure-satellite network is examined first, and with the following as-
sumptions and notational definitions:
1. An infinite supply of information frames is available for transmission, so the
transmitter never idles for want of a fresh frame to send.
2. Unlimited buffering is available, and the ARQ window size is also unlimited;
the SR ARQ protocol is then an “ideal” SR ARQ protocol.
3. All acknowledgements are delivered without errors.
4. The probability a frame sent via the satellite link arrives in error at the receiver
is ps.
5. An ARQ information frame comprisesh header (overhead) bits and` informa-
tion bits (see Figure 2.1).
6. Acknowledgements are sent only for frames received without errors.
7. The satellite channel bit transmission rate isrs (Figure 2.2).
It should be noted that the first of these assumptions is implicit in most selective-
repeat ARQ throughput analyses although it is rarely mentioned. Also, the second
assumption allows disregarding a finite transmission speed for acknowledgements.
The inefficiency measure,β for a pure-satellite architecture with one receiver will
be denoted asβsat;1, and may be calculated as follows. With probability 1  ps, some












Figure 2.2: Information flow in a unicast pure-satellite network (FER: Frame Error
Rate).
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be preceded by zero or more unsuccessful transmissions, each with probabilityps.

























(1  ps) rs : (2.3)
2.1.2 Hybrid Network
For the hybrid network, the following assumptions are added (see also Figure 2.3):
1. The terrestrial link frame error rate ispt .
2. The satellite channel bit transmission raters xceedsrt , the terrestrial channel
bit transmission rate.
3. In the hybrid network, all retransmissions are sent terrestrially.
The protocol operation in the hybrid network may be modeled as the queueing
system shown in Figure 2.4. Propagation delays are not regarded in this model since
an unlimited window size and unlimited buffering have been assumed. In this model,
information frames are sent continuously via satellite to the receiver. With probability
1  ps a frame sent via the satellite link is successfully received. Hence the average
rate at which frames are delivered successfully via the satellite link is the average
frame flow rate at point “A” in the figure,rs(1  ps)=(`+h) frames per second.
A frame which is corrupted in satellite transmission is queued at the transmitter in
























= rs=(`+h) 1  ps
pt
1  pt
Figure 2.4: Packet flow model for the hybrid network.
received with probability 1  pt , or the retransmission may be unsuccessful, in which
case the frame is queued for another retransmission. Hence a frame may be retrans-
mitted multiple times before it is successfully delivered. Letλt denote the average
frame flow rate (in frames per second) at the input to the retransmissions queue, point
“B” in the figure. The system will be said to bestableif the average input rate to the
retransmissions queue is less than the rate at which retransmissions can be sent, i.e.
λt < rt=(`+h); (2.4)
andunstableotherwise.






















The corresponding average rate at which frames arrive successfully at the receiver via
the terrestrial link is the average frame flow rate at point “C” in the figure,λt (1  pt).
If the system is unstable, then the flow rate at point “C” is limited tort (1  pt)=(`+




`+h ps ; if stable
`rt
`+h (1  pt) ; if unstable
Since the throughput rate at point “A” is`rsps=(`+h) bits per second, the through-








`+h (1  pt) ; if unstable
(2.6)




minfrs; rs(1  ps)+ rt (1  pt)g; (2.7)
in which the first term in the minimization corresponds to stable operation and the
second corresponds to unstable operation.
It should be noted that Figure 2.4 does not necessarily represent animplementa-
tion of a hybrid network. In particular, one might expect prolonged unstable operation
would lead to overflow of a finite retransmissions buffer. However, if the system is im-
plemented with a common window for frames sent on the satellite and terrestrial links,
then it is possible to assure no overflow of frames from the retransmissions buffer dur-
ing prolonged unstable operation. Even so, the window size cannot be unlimited in an
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implementation, and so the flow of fresh information frames on the satellite link may
have to be cyclically suspended and resumed to allow for many terrestrial retrans-
missions if the system is unstable in the sense described above. (Such intermittent
information delivery was indeed observed in simulation efforts, as will be described
in Chapter 4.)
So, theoretically “unstable” operation is actually sustainable in practice with a
finite window size. Despite this observation, the classification of a hybrid network’s
operation as theoretically “stable” or “unstable” is a useful one, and so these labels
will be retained for subsequent discussion.
2.2 Point-to-Multipoint Communication
For analyzing multicast networks, the assumptions of the point-to-point analysis are
preserved, and the following others are added:
1. There areM > 1 receivers. (The results presented here also apply forM = 1.)
2. The noise processes experienced by all receivers are independent and identical.
3. There is no competition among receivers for access to the acknowledgment
channel.
4. The ARQ protocol operation is according to the Dynamic Retransmissions
Group Reduction (DRGR) technique described in [8]. The essential feature
of this multicast selective-repeat ARQ protocol is that the transmitter maintains
a history of which stations have acknowledged which frames. Accordingly, if
a positive acknowledgement from receiverm2 f1;2; : : : ;Mg has been received
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for frameF , an acknowledgement is not required fromm for any retransmis-
sions ofF which may be required for other receivers in the network.
The throughput of the multicast system is defined to be the average of the unicast
throughputs to allM receivers.
2.2.1 Pure-Satellite Network
In the multicast pure-satellite network, the transmitter continuously sends frames via
the satellite multicast channel to theM receivers. Each receiver generates and sends
to the transmitter an acknowledgment for each error-free frame received. The trans-
mitter retransmits a frame if one or more receivers so request through their acknowl-
edgements.
If ps= 0, then clearly the throughput is`rs=(`+h) bits per second. Ifps= 1, then
the throughput is obviously zero. Sinceps = 0 andps = 1 are uninteresting cases,
assume hereafter, with only slight loss of generality, that 0< ps< 1.
Let mk 2 f0;1; : : : ;Mg denote the number of receivers which successfully receive
a frameF after exactlyk 2 f1;2; : : :g multicast transmission attempts to deliverF .
Also let γ( j) denote the probability with which the frameF is successfully delivered
to all M receivers withj or fewer transmissions, wherej 2 f0;1; : : :g. With this defi-
nition, γ(0) 0. For j > 0, the probabilityγ( j) may be found by counting all possible
combinations of the number of transmissions required to deliver frameF to each of
theM receivers, givenF was transmittedj times. Observe that the probability exactly
k transmissions are required to successfully deliver a frame to a particular receiver is
p k 1s (1  ps). Hence the probability that each ofmk receivers requires exactlyk
multicast transmissions to successfully receive the frame is

p k 1s (1  ps)
mk. Now,
given that the frame was transmittedj times, and allM receivers received the frame in
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the course of thej transmissions,mk is defined fork2 f1;2; : : : ; jg, with ∑k mk = M.















p k 1s (1  ps)
imk#
(2.8)
where the multinomial coefficient is given by
0B@ M
m1;m2;    ;mj
1CA= M!
m1!m2!   mj !
:
A simpler way to calculate γ( j) is to consider the comple-
ment of the events of the destinations not receivingF after j trans-
missions. That is, the probability a receiver successfully re-






By its definition, γ( j) is the cumulative distribution function for the num-
ber of transmissions required to successfully deliver a frame to all re-
ceivers. Thenβsat;M, the expected number of frames sent per frame deliv-





j[γ( j)  γ( j 1)] (2.10)
(It should be acknowledged that although (2.10) was obtained indepen-
dently of prior work, the same result was later found to have been obtained by Sab-
nani in [18], though with somewhat less explanation than given here.)
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It can be shown thatβsat;M, as specified in (2.10), evaluated withM =
1 is equivalent toβsat;1 as specified in (2.1), and soνsat;M (2.11) is consis-


































where (2.12) is obtained by (A.4) and (A.3). Henceνsat;MjM=1 = νsat;1.
Remarks Concerningβsat;M
Before advancing to consider the multicast hybrid network, some further remarks
concerning the quantityβsat;M are merited.
First, (2.10) is not a closed-form expression and so is somewhat unattractive. Two
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Observe that them= 0 term of the inner summation equals zero, and interchange the
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Although the second of these expressions is perhaps the most elegant of the three,
numerical testing indicates this expression is not necessarily the most practical. It
was found that the first of these expressions—with truncation of the summation as
will be described in an example at the end of this chapter—yielded the most accurate
results. The problem with the second and third expressions was traced to quantities
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of form 1 x being inaccurately computed as equaling unity whenx is sufficiently
small, a consequence of finite precision arithmetic. The expression interpreter used
for numerical testing was intelligently designed to avoid such problems where pos-
sible. Although the first expression indeed includes quantities of the form 1 x, the
interpreter evidently parsed this expression better than it did the other two. A different
calculation tool or method might favor the second or third expression.
A last remark concerningβsat;M regards how this quantity varies withM. Let 0<
a< b with a;b2 f1;2; : : :g. Equation (2.14) will be used to show thatβsat;b > βsat;a.


















































Thus the inefficiency measureβsat;M, which is the average number of times a frame
must be transmitted to achieve delivery to all receivers, strictly increases with the
number of receivers in the network. This is consistent with intuition regarding
network performance: more receivers imply more retransmissions. Note also that
while 0< ps < 1 was assumed in deriving (2.14), that expression is also correct if
ps2 f0;1g. It is then seen thatβsat;b  βsat;a with equality if and only ifps2 f0;1g.
Further,βsat;1 = 1=(1  ps) indicating that, in general,βsat;M  1=(1  ps). Again
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consistent with intuition, this last result indicates that the throughput in a multicast
network with the receivers experiencing independent but identical noise processes is
upper-bounded by the throughput attainable if the network has but one of those re-
ceivers and the others have been eliminated.
2.2.2 Hybrid Network
Although a multicast transmitter in a hybrid network must keep track of more informa-
tion and service more receivers with retransmissions than its unicast counterpart, the
receivers in the multicast setting are the same as in the unicast setting. Henceνsat;M,






minfrs; rs(1  ps)+ rt (1  pt)g
In particular, the throughput in the hybrid network is independent of the number of
receivers in the network.
2.3 Numerical Examples
Numerical examples using the throughput expressions derived above are now pre-
sented. These examples were constructed using the following assumptions beyond
those mentioned earlier:
1. Binary symmetric channel (BSC) models characterize the terrestrial channels
and the logical satellite channels between the transmitter and each receiver. The
crossover probability (bit-error rate, BER) from each receiver’s perspective, is
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qs for all logical satellite channels andqt for all terrestrial channels. (Conse-
quently,ps = 1  (1 qs)
`+h andpt = 1  (1 qt)
`+h.)
2. The channel bit transmission rates arers = 1536000 (corresponding to
“T1”/“DS1” rate) andrt = 33600 (corresponding to a dial-up modem rate) bits
per second in the satellite and terrestrial channels, respectively.
3. There arè = 1776 information bits andh = 32 overhead bits in all ARQ in-
formation frames, whether sent via satellite or via a terrestrial link. (The value
of h was chosen supposing the ARQ frame has a 16-bit sequence number and
a 16-bit CRC for error detection. The value of` was chosen to maximize the
throughput in a point-to-point satellite network, which is the reference network
for comparison purposes. This maximization is calculated by a straightfor-
ward differentiation method presented in [19] and which is reviewed in sec-
tion 3.3.1.1. For this maximization,qs was taken to be 10 5, the median value
of the satellite link BERs examined below.)
4. In calculatingβsat;M, the infinite summation of (2.10) is approximated by trun-
cating the summation at the minimumj such thatγ( j)> 1 10 10. (This trun-
cation is justified not only as a fair approximation, but also because, in an actual
network, a station which requests excessive numbers of retransmissions for each
packet would likely be recognized by the transmitter as suffering from excessive
noise, and would accordingly be disconnected from the communication.)
Calculated throughput values for point-to-point communication are presented in Fig-
ure 2.5, which illustrates several points. First, the figure clearly indicates a reduction
of throughput with increase in number of receivers in the pure-satellite network. Sec-
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Figure 2.5: Throughput in point-to-multipoint networks.
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pure-satellite network. Last, the hybrid network’s throughput is independent of the
number of receivers in the network.
Of course, achieving the higher throughput of a hybrid network requires terres-
trial links from the transmitter to each receiver. This need for additional bandwidth
prompts inquiry into the efficiency of the hybrid network. Several efficiency measures
can be defined, on the basis of bits, packets, and frames. Fundamentally, the system
user seeks to have his information delivered using the network. Segmenting data in
packets or frames to achieve such delivery may be a known implementation element,
but is largely irrelevant to the user, provided his data is delivered satisfactorily. Hence
the numerator of an efficiency expression should be the network performance mea-
sure, the throughput. While the system operator knows that user data is segmented
for transport, counting resources used in units of packets or frames does not reflect all
the resources required to deliver the user’s data, since frame overhead is not counted.
Hence, for this dissertation, the throughput efficiency,η, is defined as the throughput
divided by the sum of the information-carrying link bandwidths. That is, the effi-
ciency in the pure-satellite network ofM receivers isηsat;M = νsat;M=rs, while the
efficiency in a corresponding hybrid network isηhyb;M = νhyb;M=(rs+Mrt).
Applying these definitions to the setting and results of the foregoing examples
(usingqt = 10 5 for the hybrid network) yields the results shown in Figure 2.6. The
figure indicates efficiency (η) in the hybrid network decreases as the number of re-
ceivers (M) increases, a consequence of the efficiency measure’s definition. The figure
also indicates that, for a given number of receivers, the hybrid network is more effi-
cient than the pure-satellite network if the satellite link BER exceeds some threshold
value. A dashed curve drawn on the figure shows the approximate boundary between
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Figure 2.6: Throughput efficiency in point-to-multipoint networks. (For the hybrid
network,qt = 10 5.)
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So, while the hybrid network theoretically provides better throughput than the pure-
satellite network, the former is more efficient only at higher satellite link BER values.
This is true according to the efficiency measure defined above, but such efficiency





The previous chapter presented throughput analyses for ARQ operation in pure-
satellite and hybrid networks, with one and many receivers. These analyses are ap-
proximate, for they ignore implementation issues such as finite window sizes. Such
issues are important to examine because they have performance effects and because
the protocols cannot be put to practice without considering them. This chapter de-
scribes in additional detail the protocols of interest in this work, and considers these
implementation issues.
A goal of the work presented in this chapter was to identify appropriate settings
for protocol parameters so that simulations of ARQ multicasting in pure-satellite and
hybrid networks could be conducted. Although actual simulation results are deferred
to the next chapter, this chapter remarks about the simulation software in a few in-
stances. The simulator employed was the “ns” Network Simulator, version 2.1b5,
hereafter referred to simply as “NS” ([20]).
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3.2 Protocol Description
The multicast ARQ protocols examined in this dissertation are based upon the
selective-repeat ARQ protocol with the “Dynamic Retransmissions Group Reduction
(DRGR)” technique presented in [8]. To implement the protocol, international stan-
dards documents were consulted for guidance. The core logic of the SREJ protocol of
ISO4335 ([21]) with the multi-selective reject option specified in ISO7776 ([22]) was
selected as the point-to-point foundation for the protocol implemented. This foun-
dation was chosen since it is similar to the protocols described in popular textbooks
(e.g. [23, 24]) and because it is the core ARQ protocol used in many settings, such
as X.25 transmission, and the Radio Link Protocol in the Global System for Mobile
Communications (GSM, [25, 26]).
In this dissertation, the termpacketwill refer to a chunk of information to be
delivered by the ARQ protocol from the transmitter to the receiver(s), and the term
framewill refer to the ARQ construct, encapsulating a packet, which is used to achieve
this delivery. Also, while the space of sequence numbers used in a practical ARQ
protocol is necessarily finite, for clarity of presentation this fact will not be explicitly
regarded in this chapter’s discussion.
In this protocol, the transmitting node sends`-bit-long information packets in
frames bearing a sequence number and a frame check sequence (FCS), such as a
cyclic redundancy check (CRC). These two overhead fields have respective lengths of
hseq andhCRC bits, respectively. The quantityh was defined in the previous chapter
as the amount of overhead per frame, and soh= hseq+hCRC. The information frame
structure is shown in Figure 3.1. For convenience, the total length of the frame will
be denotedL, and soL = hseq+ `+hCRC: The two notations of̀ +h andL will be













Figure 3.1: Information frame structure (as implemented).
The packets, and so the frames as well, are assumed to have a fixed length, and
not variable lengths, since a throughput-maximizing packet length can be identified
for a given amount of overhead. Also, there is no “arrival process” of information
packets to the transmitter independent of the ARQ protocol operation. Rather, the
transmitter sequentially fetches information packets from a source collection (which
would typically be a large file) as and when the ARQ protocol can accommodate
them. This fetching process is adopted instead of an autonomous arrival process for
multiple reasons. First, it avoids confounding a protocol’s achievable performance,
which is the interest of this dissertation, with a stochastic arrival process. Second,
the performance results obtained for the fetched-packets system can serve to upper-
bound those which would be obtained in an autonomous packet arrivals system. Last,
the fetching behavior is characteristic of how SR ARQ protocols are commonly used,
which is to deliver entire files, not to forward stochastically-arriving packets.
As each frame arrives at a receiver, the receiver uses the frame check sequence
to verify the integrity of the frame. A frame found to contain any error is discarded
without further action. If the frame is error-free, then the receiver generates an ac-
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knowledgement, to be described shortly. If the frame’s sequence number is within
the receiver’s window of sequence numbers for frames to be accepted, the frame is
stored in a buffer. If all earlier frames have been received successfully, and so their
corresponding packets have been released to a higher-level consuming process, the
information packet of the new frame is released as well. Receiver buffer space is re-
claimed as frames are removed from the buffer and their corresponding packets are
released to the higher-level consuming process.
The FCS protects not only the information packet, but the frame header (which
comprises only a sequence number in this treatment) as well. Hence, if a frame is
received with any error, then no part of the frame is useful—since the CRC does
not indicate error positions—and so the entire frame is immediately discarded. The
receiver’s error detection process is assumed to be perfect: an error-free frame is
never rejected, and an errored frame is never accepted. Not only is this a common
assumption in the literature, it reflects the strength of CRCs in detecting errors in
frames they protect. Although CRC-based algorithms can fail to detect some errors,
the probability of such failures is so small that it is deemed negligible for the purposes
of this work [2].
Each receiver generates an acknowledgement each time a frame is received with-
out errors, even if the receiver has no need for that particular frame. The acknowl-
edgement composition is shown in Figure 3.2. The acknowledgement bears a se-
quence number, calledRN, which is the minimum sequence number such that all
lesser-numbered frames have been successfully received by the receiver which gen-
erates the acknowledgement. This number is also the minimum sequence number
within the receiver’s window. Thus, the appearance of a particular value in theRN
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Figure 3.2: Acknowledgement composition.
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received, and need not be retransmitted. Since the events of error-free arrival of a
frame at theM receivers are assumed mutually independent, each receiver has its own
RNvalue. This sequence number of course lies within the same space as the sequence
numbers used to identify frames sent by the transmitter, and so is alsohseqbits long.
If the receiver has received successfully (without error) any frames beyondRN,
then the acknowledgement also contains a field called thenaklist. The naklist speci-
fies, in increasing order, up toθ 1 sequence numbers for frames for which retrans-
mission is required. If there are more thanθ 1 such frames, the receiver specifies the
earliestθ 1 of these. If there are fewer thanθ 1 such frames, then the last number
in the naklist is the least sequence number such that the frame it specifies, and all
greater-numbered frames, were never received [correctly] by the receiver. (This num-
ber is whatRN would be if the receiver were to require no retransmissions, as reck-
oned at the time the acknowledgement is composed.) Thus theRNfi ld and the naklist
together compose a list of strictly increasing sequence numbers. If two numbers ap-
pearing adjacently in this list differ by more than one, then all the skipped numbers
between these two numbers are for frames which have been successfully received. In
this fashion the naklist implicitly acknowledges positively those successfully-received
frames bearing sequence numbers greater thanRN.
The acknowledgement also bears a FCS, which protects the entire acknowledge-
ment, and which is again assumed to behCRC bits long. With this description, an ac-
knowledgement contains at mostθ sequence numbers, and so has a maximum length
of Kmaxack , θhseq+hCRC bits.
Acknowledgements are sent to the transmitter on anacknowledgements linkhav-
ing bandwidthra bits per second. In the pure-satellite network, this is assumed to be
a satellite link, while the acknowledgements link is assumed to be a terrestrial link in
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the hybrid network.
For convenience, let the termretransmissions linkrefer to a link used for sending
retransmissions. In the pure-satellite network, the retransmissions link is the satellite
link, which is also used for the initial transmission of each frame. In the hybrid
network, there is a terrestrial retransmissions link dedicated to each of theM receivers
in the network.
Based on the acknowledgements received, the transmitter notes which frames have
been successfully delivered to which receivers, and which must be retransmitted. The
transmitter maintains a list of sequence numbers for frames to be retransmitted over
each retransmissions link; this list will be called aretransmissions list. Hence there is
a single such list in the pure-satellite network, andM such lists in the hybrid network.
Each time after a frame is transmitted, the transmitter checks if any numbers are on
the retransmissions list for that link. If so, the frame with the least number on the list
is retransmitted, and that number is deleted from the list. Based on ARQ timer peri-
ods (these timers will be described shortly), which are the transmitter’s best notions
of round-trip times, the transmitter can decide if a retransmission request for a frame
should be regarded, and so that frame’s number should be added to the retransmis-
sions list for the appropriate receiver, or the request should instead be ignored, since
the frame has already been retransmitted but an acknowledgement for it has not had
enough time to travel back to the transmitter.
Each time a frame is sent, either initially or for retransmission, a timer is started for
the combination of that frame and each receiver from which the transmitter requires
an acknowledgement for that frame. So, in a network withM receivers,M timers are
started when a frame is sent for the first time (which is always a satellite transmission,
in both the pure-satellite and hybrid networks). When a frame is positively acknowl-
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edged by a receiver, the timer for that combination of frame and receiver is canceled.
When a frame is retransmitted in the pure-satellite network, timers are started for that
frame for receivers which have not yet acknowledged it. When a frame is retransmit-
ted in the hybrid network, a timer is started for the combination of that frame and the
single receiver to which the frame is retransmitted.
A timer expiration informs the transmitter that the associated frame was not suc-
cessfully delivered to the associated receiver, and so that frame’s number is added
to the appropriate retransmissions list. The timer period will be discussed in sec-
tion 3.3.2, below.
Various timing subtleties can be observed when the protocol operates. For ex-
ample, it is possible that a frame number is added to the retransmissions list, but is
acknowledged before the retransmission can be conducted. Such matters were care-
fully regarded in constructing the protocol simulations.
The transmitter ceases sending new frames if and when the transmitter’s window
is exhausted, which may never occur, depending on the window size and channel
conditions. The window size, too, will be discussed below (section 3.3.3).
For simplicity, all links are assumed to be circuit-switched, and all acknowledg-
ment links are assumed to be error-free.
3.3 Parameter Settings
This section considers how ARQ protocol parameters affect throughput, and seeks to
find settings for these parameters so that throughput is maximized. This discussion
also serves to describe further the operation of the protocols. The calculations devel-
oped in this discussion will be summarized at the end of this chapter, in section 3.3.5.
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Before proceeding, it should be noted that although guidance for implementing
the protocols was taken from ISO 7776, which has ISO 4335 as its foundation ([21,
22]), neither of these standards documents provides particular guidance for setting
the parameters discussed below. This remark is offered not to denigrate the standards
documents, but to reinforce the need for the work presented in this section.
3.3.1 Information Frame Length
For a link with a given noise process, the length of an ARQ frame sent on that link
typically affects the probability the frame arrives intact at the destination. If a frame is
too long, then the corresponding frame error rate (FER) will be large, and so through-
put will be poor. If a frame is too short, then the FER may be small but the throughput
may again be poor since overhead will constitute a large portion of the frame. Hence it
is important to identify some intermediate value of frame length which will maximize
throughput.
Further, it will be seen below that the FER, which is affected by frame length as
just described, affects the setting of all ARQ protocol parameters. Accordingly the
frame length is an operational parameter which affects all others.
For a given network, a change in frame length can change the number of frames
which “fill” a link, or which remain unacknowledged. This affects the size of the se-
quence number space required (and so the size of the sequence number field). How-
ever, this second-order effect is not specifically regarded in this work, and a constant-
size sequence number field ofhseq bits is assumed. Assuming a constant amount of
overhead reduces the problem of determining the optimal frame length to determining
the optimalpacketlength to be carried in a frame.
As in the numerical examples presented at the end of the previous chapter, bi-
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nary symmetric channel (BSC) models are assumed to characterize the satellite and
terrestrial channels between the transmitter and each receiver.
3.3.1.1 Pure-Satellite Network, Single Receiver
The throughput-optimal frame length for an ARQ protocol operating in a pure-
satellite network with one receiver has been calculated by Schwartz in [19]. For com-
pleteness, as well as to motivate further discussion, this section reviews Schwartz’s
analysis (with some greater explanation).
The frame comprisesh overhead bits and̀ information bits. Withh assumed
constant, the problem of finding the optimal frame length is converted to finding the
optimal`. Let ` denote the value of̀which yields maximal throughput.
Let qs denote the bit-error-rate (BER) of the satellite channel, and recall that`+h
is the frame length in bits. Assuming a BSC model, the frame-error-rate (FER) for
the satellite channel, denoted asps, is
ps = 1  (1 qs)
`+h : (3.1)
Substituting this expression into (2.3), the throughput in the single-receiver pure-





































To find `, the above expression is set equal to zero and the strictly-positive factor
outside the square brackets is dropped to obtain the quadratic equation
`2 ln(1 qs)+ `hln(1 qs)+h= 0 :



























3.3.1.2 Hybrid Network, Single Receiver
As was described in the previous chapter, the hybrid network’s operation can be either
“stable” or “unstable,” where the stability condition is as given in (2.5). Lettingqt
denote the BER of the terrestrial channel, the corresponding FER under the BSC
assumption is
pt = 1  (1 qt)
`+h : (3.3)




















Observe that as̀ increases, the left-hand side (LHS) of this expression increases,
while the right-hand side (RHS) decreases. So, as` increases, the inequality becomes
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untrue, and the operation in the hybrid network shifts from stable to unstable. This is
to be expected, for as̀increases, the likelihood a frame sent via satellite will arrive in
error also increases, implying a greater load is presented to the terrestrial subsystem
in the hybrid network.
Note that for a given parameter setfh; rs; rt ; qs; qtg, there may be no positive value
of ` which satisfies (3.4), indicating that stable hybrid network operation is impossi-
ble. For example, if

h= 32; rs = 1536000; rt = 33600; qs = qt = 10 3
	
, then eval-
uating (3.4) with these values, with̀= 0, yields the untrue relation 48398< 32541.
Since increasing̀ increases the LHS but decreases the RHS of (3.4), it is clear that
no positive value of̀ can satisfy the inequality for the given parameter set.
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`+h ln(1 qt) ; if unstable
(3.5)
Observe that the derivative ofνhyb;1 is strictly positive if the hybrid network operation
is stable. This suggests that, for stable operation, maximal throughput is obtained for
the maximal value of̀ for which stability is preserved. Letèdenote the positive value
of ` which makes the LHS and RHS of (3.4) be equal. That is, for stable operation,
throughput is maximized for the greatest positive integer` è:
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However, simulation work indicated that this procedure does not yield the optimal
packet length for stable operation. The problem observed was the transmitter had
to occasionally halt sending new frames because it had exhausted its window. Such
an event can severely degrade throughput, particularly because of great propagation
delays experienced with a satellite link. While window exhaustion may sometimes
be alleviated with a larger window, simulations firmly established this approach does
not appreciably help. Another way to alleviate window exhaustion, and which has a
more direct performance benefit, is to adjust the packet length to reduce the need for
retransmissions. That is, the average number of frames sent per frame delivered—a
quantity denoted earlier asβ—should be minimized. This minimization should be
balanced against the consideration of how much frame header overhead is required.
So, if βhyb;M denotes this inefficiency for a multicast hybrid network, then, paralleling
the pure-satellite case, the appropriate optimization is to maximize is`=(`+h)βhyb;M .
Before calculatingβhyb;M rigorously, this quantity can be found almost by inspec-
tion. Minimizing the number of frames sent per frame delivered involves maximizing
the probability of successful delivery on the satellite link, which is 1  ps, and the cor-
responding probability for the terrestrial link, 1  pt . This maximization should not
weight the two quantities evenly, since only a fraction of the traffic sent by satellite
must be retransmitted terrestrially. Discussion in section 2.1.2 reveals this fraction is
ps=(1  pt). So, the two quantities of 1  ps and 1  pt can be weighted accordingly,











1  pt + ps
:
This inefficiency measure can also be found more rigorously. A frame need be
transmitted only once if the frame is successfully delivered via satellite; the prob-
ability of this event is 1  ps. With probability ps, terrestrial retransmissions will
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be required for a frame. Each such retransmission can fail with probabilitypt , until
delivery is ultimately achieved. Therefore,
βhyb;M = 1(1  ps)+ ps

2(1  pt)+3pt (1  pt)+4p
2
t (1  pt)+   


















































1  pt + ps
1  pt
;
where (3.6) was obtained using identity (A.4). Note that this yields the same expres-
sion forβhyb;M as the intuitive approach presented immediately above.
With βhyb;M in hand, the next step is to maximize`=(`+h)βhyb;M, for which differ-
entiation is indicated. To simplify the expressions, the derivative of(`+h)βhyb;M=`
will be calculated; this will be just as useful, since minimizing(`+ h)βhyb;M=` is
equivalent to maximizing its reciprocal, which is the objective. Recalling (3.1), (3.3),




































































(1  pt) ln(1 qt)  (1  ps) ln(1 qs)




































Finding the value of̀ which sets this expression equal to zero—taking care thatps
andpt are both functions of̀—yields the optimal value for̀ for stable operation in
the hybrid network.
One might be concerned that differentiating the throughput expression earlier did
not yield the same result for the optimal packet length as just obtained. However, the
throughput analysis of the preceding chapter assumed an unlimited window. Since
the effect of window exhaustion is not reflected in the throughput calculation, it is
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similarly not regarded if the packet length is determined exclusively by differentiating
the throughput expression.
Notice that maximizing̀=(`+h)βhyb;M was conducted without regard for stabil-
ity. So, the value of̀ obtained may correspond to either stable or unstable operation.
Hence it would appear the optimal packet length for the hybrid network mayalways
be found by determining the value of` which sets (3.7) to zero. Once the optimal
value of` has been obtained, (3.4) may be consulted to determine if that value of`
yields stable or unstable operation.
However, simulations established the need to regard stability when calculating the
optimal packet length. Results presented in the next chapter prove that unstable oper-
ation yields substantially inferior throughput, and once again the problem was traced
to window exhaustion. Consider a given hybrid network in which` is obtained as
above, and (3.4) is violated, indicating unstable operation. When the network be-
gins operating, frames are sent via the satellite link, and some fraction of them (ps)
do not arrive intact at the receiver. These frames are then presented to the terrestrial
subsystem for retransmission. The network is “unstable” and so the average rate at
which frames arrive at the terrestrial subsystem for retransmission exceeds the aver-
age rate at which frames are successfully delivered. The terrestrial subsystem quickly
falls behind in processing the frames presented to it. The satellite transmitter obliv-
iously continues sending frames at high speed, more frames arrive at the terrestrial
subsystem, and the terrestrial subsystem falls further behind in processing the load of
frames presented to it for retransmission. This continues until eventually the satellite
transmitter sends the last frame of a window whose first frame is one being processed
in the terrestrial subsystem. The satellite transmitter then idles, since it cannot send
any new frames, and remains idle until the first frame in the window is successfully
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delivered and acknowledged. The window then advances by one or more positions,
allowing the satellite transmitter to send some number of frames until the window
is again exhausted. The satellite transmitter then idles until the terrestrial subsystem
achieves delivery of the first frame in the window. Thus, in the hybrid network, the
satellite transmitter cycles between sending a burst of frames and then idling to wait
for the terrestrial subsystem to catch up. During such idle periods the throughput is
fairly low, since the satellite transmitter is silent and the terrestrial transmitter sends
frames relatively slowly.
Note that increasing the window size does not change anything in the foregoing
behavioral description except the length of the satellite transmitter’s initial burst of
continuous operation, which should be ignored when reckoning a long-term average
measure such as throughput. Fundamentally, the throughput is limited because the
terrestrial transmitter is slow and the satellite transmitter idles. The duty cycle of the
satellite transmitter—the average fraction of time it is operating—is clearly related to
ps, pt , rs, andrt , but is independent of the window size. Calculating the duty cycle
was attempted but found to involve an intractable analysis of patterns of successful
and unsuccessful delivery of frames on the two links. So, unlike in the pure-satellite
network, an adverse performance consequence of finite window size that cannot be
ameliorated by extending the window has been identified for the hybrid network.
If, though, the operation were stable, the idling of the satellite transmitter would
be substantially reduced or eliminated. That is, disallowing unstable operation, and
forcing ` to provide stable operation, may be expected to provide better throughput
with a finite window size than if unstable operation is permitted. This is achieved
by determining̀ by maximizing`=(`+h)βhyb;M as described above, and then check-
ing (3.4). If (3.4) indicates̀ yields unstable operation, then` should be set to
jèk
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(where èwas defined on page 43 to make the LHS and RHS of (3.4) equal). With
` computed in this latter way, the throughput may be expected to fall short of that
theoretically achievable with̀computed exclusively by maximizing̀=(`+h)βhyb;M,
but that theoretical throughput is not actually achievable in practice.
Both unstable-allowed and unstable-disallowed (stability-assured) operations are
explored in simulation results presented in the next chapter.
3.3.1.3 Pure-Satellite Network, Multiple Receivers
For the pure satellite network having multiple receivers, it is more difficult to differ-
entiate the throughput expression with respect to` and to then numerically solve for
the value of̀ which sets the derivative to zero than to work with the throughput ex-
pression directly and numerically find the throughput-maximizing value for`. That


















Such a direct approach was used for preparing the simulations for the next chapter.
3.3.1.4 Hybrid Network, Multiple Receivers
The number of receivers in a hybrid network affects throughput only by changing the
probability that the window may be exhausted. Hence, the optimal packet length for
the single-receiver hybrid network, as calculated above, is the optimal packet length
for a hybrid network of any number of receivers.
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3.3.2 Timer Periods
The next ARQ protocol parameter considered is the period for the retransmis-
sion timer. It will be eventually seen that this and the remaining ARQ protocol
parameters—the window size and the maximum acknowledgement length—are all
interrelated.
The timer forces retransmission of a frame if the frame is unacknowledged when
the timer expires. In general, the purpose of this timer is to serve as a backup mech-
anism for forcing retransmissions in the event an acknowledgment requesting such a
retransmission should be lost. The timer also serves to force retransmissions which
may not be requested due to acknowledgments having limited size and so being un-
able to specify all frames requiring retransmission.
If the timer period is too small, then a timer will expire before an acknowledge-
ment for the timer’s associated frame can be received at the transmitter, and this will
produce unnecessary retransmissions. If the timer period is too large, then appropri-
ate timer-precipitated retransmissions will be unnecessarily delayed, which can harm
throughput. Accordingly it is important to determine a proper intermediate value for
the timer period.
3.3.2.1 Pure-Satellite Network
For simplicity, a single-receiver, pure-satellite network is considered first.
The timer period must be great enough to allow a frame to be transmitted, for
the frame to propagate to the receiver, for an acknowledgement to be sent, and for
the acknowledgement to be propagated back to the transmitter. Let the propagation
delay from an earth station through the satellite and down to another earth station be
τs seconds, and let the acknowledgements link have bandwidthra bits per second.
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Noting that acknowledgements may have maximum lengthKmaxack , it is seen that the








Observe immediately that sinceKmaxack = θhseq+hCRC, the timer periodTsat is related
to the acknowledgement length parameterθ, which will be discussed below (sec-
tion 3.3.4).
Conducting simulations withTsat set to equal the RHS of (3.9) taught that such a
timer period is in fact too small. If a frame arrives with error(s) at the receiver, the
receiver does not seek to so inform the transmitter via an acknowledgement until the
next error-free frame arrives. Hence, withTsat set to equal the RHS of the expression
above, the timer will likely expire before any acknowledgement requesting retrans-
mission of an errored frame arrives at the transmitter. If the satellite channel is rather
poor and the receiver generates maximal-length acknowledgements (Kmaxack bits long),
the timer will certainly expire before the request arrives.
It is not immediately apparent why it should be preferable for the retransmission to
be initiated by a request instead of by a timer expiration. After all, in the case just de-
scribed, the timer expiration would elicit retransmission before the acknowledgement
would. In general, however, if a positive acknowledgement should be lost or damaged
in transit through the acknowledgements link, then the timer for the corresponding
error-free frame being acknowledged will expire, forcing an unnecessary retransmis-
sion. So, it is preferable to initiate a retransmission in response to a request borne
in an acknowledgement, although this may be somewhat later than retransmissions
would be initiated by a timer expiration. Hence the timer period should be increased
to allow for the occasional loss of acknowledgements.
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Although this work assumes that the acknowledgements link is perfect, it is
nonetheless proper to regard the possibility of acknowledgment link losses when set-
ting Tsat. The solution to be described next can be easily extended to regard a case
of an imperfect acknowledgments link. (For completeness, this extension will be
briefly described near the end of this section.) Note, though, that even without link-
corruption of acknowledgements, the setting of the timer period may be expected to
affect throughput since there will likely be some frames retransmitted due to “legiti-
mate” timer expirations.
The foregoing discussion indicates thatTsat must be increased beyond the RHS
of (3.9). Since acknowledgements can be generated only when information frames
arrive, it is sensible to formulate the necessary increase inTsat as some positive in-
teger number of frame inter-arrival periods. Assuming the transmitter’s window is
not exhausted, the inter-arrival period for frames to the receiver isL=rs seconds. Let









Thus a component of the timer period is the time required forφs consecutive frames
to arrive at the receiver via the satellite link. With this formulation, the described
increase with respect to the RHS of (3.9) has a magnitude ofφs 1 frame inter-arrival
periods, or(φs 1)L=rs seconds.
Now an appropriate value forφs must be found. This quantity will be set to force
the probability of an undesirable event, to be immediately described, smaller than
some arbitraryεφs > 0. Recall thatφs was introduced to address the concern that
non-generation of acknowledgements by the arrival of errored frames will effectively
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delay notifying the transmitter that some errored frame must be retransmitted. Yet,
it is preferable for retransmissions to be elicited by acknowledgements rather than
timer expirations. So, the undesired event is that the timer expires before an acknowl-
edgement requesting retransmission arrives at the transmitter. The probability of this
event, for a givenφs, will be denoted as Prfexpiration due to ack:nongenerationjφsg,
and soφs will be sought such that Prfexpiration due to ack:nongenerationjφsg  εφs
for a givenεφs > 0. In fact, the minimum suchφs is preferred, so that the timer period
is not overly generous, since too generous a timer period can have adverse effects as
mentioned earlier.
To compute the probability of the described undesirable event, suppose some
frameF1 arrives errored at the receiver immediately after some frameF0 arrives error-
free. For a givenφs, the timer forF1 will then expire if more thanφs 1 consecutive
errored frames arrive immediately after frameF1. Hence:
Prfexpiration due to ack:nongenerationjφsg
 Prfa frame arrives erroredg
 [1  Prf φs 1 consecutive errored frames arrive







p j 1s (1  ps)
#
where the summation indexj counts errored frames after the initial errored frame (F1
in the described scenario), and the(1  ps) factor in the summation is the probability
that the first frame after thej errored frames is error-free and so the run of consecutive
errored frames terminates. It should be noted that the timer may expire even if fewer
thanφs  1 consecutive errored frames arrive immediately afterF1 since there may
be many other frames, earlier thanF0, which require retransmission. For this reason,
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the above expression for Prfexpiration due to ack:nongenerationjφsg is shown to be
an approximation and not a strict equality. Although this case of timer expiration is a
concern, it is a problem more closely allied to the setting for the maximum acknowl-
edgement size, a parameter which is discussed below, and so this case is not regarded
here further. Thus


















by identity (A.2). Forcing Prfexpiration due to ack:nongenerationjφsg  εφs, while










One might wonder if this expression forφs is sufficient. In particular, one might
wonder if the setting forφs should regard the possibility of acknowledgments being
lost or dropped because the acknowledgements link has finite bandwidth, perhaps
too little bandwidth to accept all acknowledgements as they are generated. To elab-
orate upon this concern, consider the receiver operation as depicted in Figure 3.3.
The receiver ARQ protocol generates acknowledgements as described earlier, obliv-
ious to whether the acknowledgements link has sufficient bandwidth to carry all
the acknowledgements generated. If the satellite channel is perfect, acknowledge-
ments will be generated at a rate ofrs=L acknowledgements per second, while the

























Figure 3.3: Acknowledgement generation and loss at the receiver.
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ments link will not be able to accept all acknowledgements as they are generated




. If this inequality is true, then acknowledgements will
eventually have to be dropped, even if no frames actually require retransmission. With
a poor satellite channel, maximal-length acknowledgements will be generated, and so




. The figure reflects such possi-
bilities as some acknowledgements being dropped from a small queue which buffers
the acknowledgments supplied to the acknowledgements link. Therefore, if the ac-
knowledgements link has a bandwidth constraint, acknowledgements can be lost after
generation, and perhaps this, too, must be regarded in settingTsat.
However, the construction of acknowledgements—in particular, theRN field—
gives them a cumulative character. Also, the receiver’s ARQ buffer state is reflected
no less well, and likely better, in later acknowledgements. Hence the acknowledg-
ments link queue should drop older acknowledgements instead of newer ones. This
can be achieved by requiring the link queue to drop acknowledgements from thehead
of the queue when full, instead of at the tail. Also, at most one acknowledgement
should be queued so that a newer acknowledgement is not delayed by earlier, older
acknowledgements which would be less valuable to the transmitter. These two ac-
knowledgment link properties—dropping from the head of the queue, and allowing at
most one acknowledgement to be queued—were both incorporated in the simulations
conducted for this dissertation. (Specifically, in the NS simulation code, the “drop-
front” option was set for the acknowledgements queue, and the “queue limit” for this
queue was set to two to allow at most one acknowledgement to wait in the queue.)
So, queueing losses of acknowledgements are indeed possible, but the combination of
how acknowledgements are constructed and how they are dropped (when necessary)
alleviates adverse effects of such losses. Hence no allowance for queueing loss of
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acknowledgements is required when settingφs.
Observe, though, that if an acknowledgement is generated andnot lost in the ac-
knowledgement queue, then it may have to wait for completion of service for the
most recent previous acknowledgement which was not dropped. In the worst case,
these two acknowledgements are precipitated by consecutive information frame ar-
rivals, the first acknowledgement enters service just before the second arrives, and at
least the first of the two isKmaxack bits long. Hence the second acknowledgement will
have to wait in the acknowledgements queue for, at most, the full amount of time re-
quired to service the first acknowledgement. One might then wish to addKmaxack =ra to








but the event of an acknowledgment waiting for service doesn’t happen if, within
a time ofKmaxack =ra seconds, no acknowledgements are generated. So, an acknowl-







consecutive information frames were all errored. The
possibility of several consecutive information frames arriving errored and so not pro-
ducing acknowledgements is the precisely the reasonφs was introduced intoTsat, al-
though another reason forφs is now seen: to account for possible queue waiting time.






, then there is no need







, timer expiration due to non-generation of ac-
knowledgements and timer expiration due to an acknowledgment being delayed while
waiting for another to be serviced are not independent events. Hence adding another
Kmaxack =ra to Tsat as shown in (3.12) is too great an addition. Further, any addition
should be incorporated inφs since acknowledgements are generated only in response
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to reflect the number of information frame inter-arrival periods corresponding to the
time required to send a maximal-length acknowledgement.









where, for a givenεφs, φs is given by (3.13).
Before shifting to discuss timer periods in a hybrid network, a few small, addi-
tional matters should be addressed.
The first such matter is the case of an imperfect acknowledgements link. If the
probability of a maximal-length acknowledgement being corrupted in the imperfect
link is pa, 0 < pa < 1, then the imperfection of the acknowledgments link can be






as a fourth element to the set
from which the maximum is found in (3.13).
Also, notice that the quantityKmaxack appears in both (3.14) and (3.13), and again
recall thatKmaxack  θhseq+hCRC. Thus the timer period, both directly and through its
parameterφs, depend onθ, which itself is a operating parameter.
Lastly, the foregoing discussion explicitly addressed only a single receiver in a
pure-satellite network, but nowhere used the single-receiver assumption in obtaining




In the hybrid network, two timer periods are required: one for frames sent via the
satellite link, and one for frames retransmitted via the terrestrial link. Acknowledge-
ments can be generated in such a network by the arrival of error-free frames by either
link, which perhaps reduces the likelihood of no acknowledgements being generated
during some given interval of time, as compared to the pure-satellite link. However,
the timer periods should not be set only to regard average system characteristics, but
they must also regard some rare worse-than-average situations. Since it is possible
that at any particular instant either the satellite link or the terrestrial link is idle, the
timer periods required for the hybrid network must account for such cases. That is,
any degree by which having two links supplying frames to the receiver reduces the
likelihood no acknowledgements will be generated during a particular interval cannot
be exploited for reducing the timer periods.
So, the timer periods for the two links must be calculated independently. For this
purpose, some givenεφs > 0 andεφt > 0 will be assumed to be the limits imposed for
upper-bounding undesirable timer expirations for frames sent on the satellite link and
on the terrestrial link, respectively. For a givenεφs andεφt , the correspondingφs and
φt parametrize the degree to which the timer periods must be “extended” beyond a
minimal value. LetTshyb denote the timer period for frames sent on the satellite link in
a hybrid network, and letTthyb denote the timer period for frames sent on the terrestrial
link. Since all acknowledgements are assumed to be sent on the terrestrial link,Tshyb



















































As in the earlier discussion of the timer period for a pure-satellite network, the
fact there is only one receiver in the network was not used here, and so (3.15), (3.16),
(3.17), and (3.18) apply for multi-receiver hybrid networks as well.
3.3.3 Window Size
The window size should be large enough to allow a frame to be initially transmitted
as well as retransmitted some number of times, if need be, without the window be-
ing exhausted. The drawback of a huge window is principally the cost of additional
memory required, and possible secondary costs such as faster computing hardware
and a larger space (and larger field) for sequence numbering. On the other hand, if
the window is rather small, then too few transmission attempts will be possible for a
frame before the window is exhausted. Hence an intermediate value for the window
size is needed.
To find the window size for ARQ operation in a pure-satellite network,Nsat, let
ω2f2;3; : : :g denote a chosen maximum number of transmission attempts for a frame
which are to be possible without exhausting the window. The value ofω is available
to be set by the designer/implementer of an ARQ system.
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It is worth explaining whyω is assumed to be an integer no less than two. With
ω = 1, the transmitter cannot send new frames while awaiting an acknowledgment
for a retransmission, since the retransmission itself requires halting advance of the
window. This is acceptable for a GBN protocol, and indeedω = 1 is an inherent
characteristic of GBN ARQ, for whichω > 1 cannot help. However,ω = 1 greatly
hampers a SR protocol, which is intended to allow transmission of new frames while
awaiting acknowledgements for retransmissions. Indeed, ifω = 1, the important ben-
efit SR provides over GBN—the possibility of transmitting new frames while awaiting
an acknowledgement for a retransmission—is lost. Consequently, the throughput in a
point-to-point SR ARQ withω = 1 is not assured to exceed that of a corresponding
GBN ARQ system. Henceω  2 is required for SR ARQ operation.
Now, in textbook discussions of SR ARQ, the need forω 2 is typically disguised
in a statement that the sequence number modulus must be at least twice the number
of frames which can be transmitted in one round-trip time (for example, see [23,
24]). Such a statement is true but it can be misleading. Since larger windows entail
additional hardware costs, it is easy to interpret the textbook presentations as implying
ω should be set equal to two. However, the textbook presentations do not elucidate
that if ω = 2, then if a third transmission (that is, a second retransmission) is required
for a frame, then the window cannot advance while awaiting the acknowledgement
for the third transmission. That is, although settingω = 2 allows for SR operation,
better operation may be obtained ifω is greater than the minimally-required value.
This work, then, puts the textbook assertion into a larger, more flexible context.
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3.3.3.1 Pure-Satellite Network, Single Receiver
Based on the definition ofω, the window size should be the number of frames which
can be sent within some multiple(ω) of the timer period. Strictly speaking, the timer
period indeed exceeds the round-trip time. However, if the system is operating with
poor channel conditions, then the marginφs providesTsat will be exercised to a greater
degree. If a timer is pending, then the transmitter should not sit idle simply because
it hasn’t yet received the corresponding acknowledgment, for otherwise a stop-and-
wait operation will result. Of course, this permissiveness for the transmitter to send
information frames must be bounded, and this bound is regarded with the parameter
ω. Choosing to round upward to the nearest integer to allow one last frame to be sent










with Tsat as given in (3.14).
Now an appropriate value forω must be found. Sinceω reflects how many times
a frame can be sent without exhausting the window, it is sensible to findω such that
the probability of window exhaustion is less than or equal to someεω > 0. In a pure-
satellite network of but one receiver, the window will be exhausted if a frame is not
successfully delivered afterω attempts. The probability of such a failure, resulting in










3.3.3.2 Pure-Satellite Network, Multiple Receivers
For multiple receivers, the window size is still as given in (3.19), but any one of theM
receivers can be the one responsible for the transmitter’s window, which is common to
all receivers, being exhausted. As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the probability a frame
is delivered successfully to all receivers withω or fewer transmissions is
γ(ω) = (1  p ωs )
M :
So, the probability at least one of theM receivers requires an(ω+1)-th transmission










Note that this result is consistent with (3.20).
3.3.3.3 Hybrid Network, Single Receiver
The window size for operation in the hybrid network,Nhyb, is calculated in a fashion
similar to that for the pure-satellite network, accounting for the different paths used










In this expression, both timer periods are multiplied byrs=L, which is the amount of
time required to send a frame by the satellite link, because the window advances only
by sending new frames, which are always sent by satellite.
To use (3.22), the appropriate value ofω must be calculated for a givenεω > 0.
For a givenω, the probability of window exhaustion with a single receiver ispsp ω 1t .









However, numerically evaluating this expression in the course of simulation work
revealed a problem. In the situation of interest,qs was varied whileqt was held fixed.
Following the procedure described earlier, the packet length,`, was obtained. As
expected,̀ was found to decrease asqs was increased. For the particular quantities
involved, the satellite channel frame error rate,ps, corresponding toqs and the associ-
ated`, was found to increase withqs. However, becauseqt was fixed, and̀ decreased
with qs, as a second-order matterpt decreasedasqs increased. Applying (3.23) then
producedω-values which were a non-increasing function ofqs, and in fact would tend
to decrease withqs. That is, a smaller window size would be calculated for situations
of poorer satellite channel performance. Now, by assumption,rt is much smaller than
rs, so the round-trip time for a packet sent terrestrially is substantially larger than for
one sent by satellite. If the window should be exhausted, much time may elapse before
a timer at the transmitter expires to force another retransmission. As a consequence,
the transmitter’s window becoming exhausted can devastate throughput in the hybrid
network, much more so than in a pure-satellite network. When the satellite channel is
poorer, namely whenqs is greater, the throughput devastation is further exacerbated
by there being so little successful delivery by satellite transmission.
So, while the analysis which produced (3.23) appeared sound, this expression
yieldedω-values which could decrease withqs, instead of values which should in-
crease, and so the expression was insufficient for application in a practical setting.
One might wish to develop an alternate method of findingω which would regard the
average duration of idle periods spent by satellite transmitter of the transmitting node
when the window is exhausted. Unfortunately, calculating such a quantity amounts
to computing the duty cycle of the satellite transmitter, which, as mentioned earlier
(page 48), was found to be intractable. For lack of a better method, it was decided that
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the calculation ofω for the hybrid network should not yield a result which is less than












Although this change does not assure thatω in a numerical scenario as just described
is non-decreasing, it does particularly boost the value for situations of high satellite
channel bit error rates, mitigating throughput deterioration in such conditions.
3.3.3.4 Hybrid Network, Multiple Receivers







. Forcing this probability to be no greater thanεω,

































This expression is consistent with its counterpart for the single-receiver case, (3.24).
The throughput in a hybrid network was stated in Chapter 2 to be insensitive toM
under the assumptions given in that chapter. A finite window size violates one of those
assumptions. It is seen here that the probability of window exhaustion depends onM.
Consequently, one would expect the throughput in a multi-receiver hybrid network to
also display sensitivity toM.
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3.3.4 Maximum Acknowledgement Length
3.3.4.1 Overview
Ideally, acknowledgements should allow to the transmitter to know completely and
instantly the receiver’s ARQ frame buffer state. Unfortunately, each positive-length
acknowledgement requires a positive amount of time to send over an acknowledge-
ment channel of finite bandwidth, and so the acknowledgements used in practice must
necessarily fall short of this ideal.
The acknowledgement construction described in section 3.2 and in Figure 3.2
comprises the key elements of an acknowledgement as described in ISO 7776, which
is established atop ISO 4335 ([21, 22]). Each acknowledgement may contain a max-
imum of θ  1 sequence numbers, in addition toRN, to specify to the transmitter
frames which must be retransmitted. By assumption,θ  2 so that frames requiring
retransmission can be individually specified, as required for SR ARQ. The standards
documents just cited provide no particular guidance on how to setθ (or any other)
parameter for the protocol. There is a statement in ISO 7776 that equipment imple-
menting the standards should support a maximum information frame length, including
headers, “of not less than 1080 bits,” “in order to support universal DCE [digital com-
munication equipment] operation.” Although acknowledgement frames are the focus
of present discussion, such frames withθ > 1 are described in the standards as in-
formation frames, with special indication in the header that they are to be treated as
acknowledgements. Hence this 1080-bit specification would apply to acknowledge-
ments withθ > 1. However, ISO 7776 describes two protocol versions, one with
modulo-8 sequence numbering and 8-bit headers, and one with modulo-128 num-
bering and 16-bit headers, and the 1080-bit specification is clearly intended to apply
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universally and independently of which of these versions is used. An earlier draft
of ISO 7776 also described a protocol version with modulo-231 sequence number-
ing and 64-bit headers, and this version contained the identical 1080-bit specification.
Clearly, this 1080-bit specification is promulgated independently of protocol version,
link transmission rates, and link qualities.
Hence the appropriate value ofθ is left to the designer of a system which uses the
protocol. A small value ofθ allows an acknowledgement to specify less information
to the transmitter than a large value. A particular adverse consequence of a small
θ-value was noticed during simulations with high satellite channel BER values: since
not all the correctly-received frames beyond the greatest one specified in the naklist
can be acknowledged to the transmitter, the timers for the unspecified, successfully-
received frames expire, precipitating many unnecessary retransmissions. Thus the
protocol has a fit of behaving like a GBN protocol and the throughput suffers greatly.
For subsequent discussion, this behavior will be termed “go-back-N degeneracy.”
Now a larger value ofθ can reduce the occurrence of go-back-N degeneracy, but
long acknowledgements have disadvantages of their own. One of these is that long
acknowledgements have longer transmission times, which implies longer round-trip
times, and so larger timer periods and window sizes. This translates to increased
implementation cost, but is perhaps tolerable. Also, while an acknowledgement is
being sent by a receiver, additional information frames arrive at the receiver via the
satellite link, and some portion of these (aboutps) arrive errored.
This last observation prompts wondering if, by increasingθ, one gains more in
providing the transmitter a better description of the receiver’s ARQ buffer state than
one loses in additional errored frame “arrivals.” One can assert that, for a givenθ, the
“loss” is the number of “new” errored frames which “arrive” while the acknowledg-
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ment is sent, yielding approximatelyps (rs=L) (θhCRC+ hseq)=ra errored infor-
mation frame “arrivals” while sending a maximal-length acknowledgement. Even so,
there is no clear way to compare the “gain” achieved using different values forθ. Even
if such a conjectured “gain” expression could be devised, the approach of comparing
“gain” and “loss” disregards the probabilistic dependence of consecutive acknowl-
edgements. That is, after the receiver sends one acknowledgement, additional errored
frames can “arrive” while a second acknowledgment is sent, although the second ac-
knowledgement may be similar or identical to the first. Hence comparing “gain” and
“loss” was abandoned as being an unhelpful method for finding an appropriate value
of θ.
Another approach considered was similar to that taken for findingω: define an
undesirable event and then find the parameter value which forces the probability of
this undesired event to be less than a givenε > 0. Since too small a value forθ
yields unnecessary retransmissions precipitated by timer expirations, it is appropriate
to define the undesirable event as a timer expiring for a frame which in fact does not
require retransmission, but which was not acknowledged to the transmitter since the
naklist was too short to implicitly acknowledge the frame (that is,θ was too small).
Calculating the probability of such an event equates to calculating the probability
of the receiver composing a maximal-length naklist for the last acknowledgement to
reach the transmitter before the timer expires for a frame whose sequence number
lies outside the range covered by that naklist. An attempt to approximately calculate
this probability indicated that calculating how many sequentially-numbered frames
beyondRN had arrived at the receiver in either errored or error-free condition was
required. However, this, too, involved an intractable analysis of patterns of successful
and unsuccessful frame deliveries, including frames beforeRN. Hence this analysis
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path had to be abandoned.
So, although intuition presented above describes the merits and drawbacks of large
and small values ofθ, this did not yield insight into howθ should be determined. As
a final resort, then, it was decided to try a range of values forθ in simulations. Before
doing so with arbitrarily chosen values, a way was sought to relate such values to
system parameters, even if only remotely, which is now described.
3.3.4.2 Pure-Satellite Network
For simplicity, a worst-case situation in a particularly poor implementation of the
protocol in a pure-satellite network is considered (a hybrid network will be addressed
below). Assumeω andφs are each assigned their minimum possible values, namely
ω = 2 andφs = 2. Assume further that, for the window size calculation,θ = 2 is
used. These assumptions serve not only to aggravate system performance, and so
tend toward devising a worst-case situation, they also allows separating calculation of



























With this definition,nsat is approximately the minimum number of frames correspond-
ing to a round-trip time in a pure-satellite network. Then obtainθ as
θ = dαθnsate ; (3.28)
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whereαθ > 0. Here,αθ is envisioned as being less than unity, although this is not
strictly required.
3.3.4.3 Hybrid Network
The approach used for the pure-satellite network is used also for the hybrid network.













































Here,nshyb is approximately the minimum number of frames corresponding to a round-
trip-time for a frame sent via the satellite link, andthyb is the analogous quantity for
the round-trip time for a frame sent terrestrially. In the pure-satellite case,θ was
calculated as a sub-multiple of the number of frames which can be sent during one
round-trip time. The present hybrid network setting has two round-trip times cor-
responding to two different round-trip paths. The round trip corresponding to the
initial frame transmission is selected as a basis for computingθ the hybrid network
for two reasons. First, the initial transmission round-trip path is more similar to the
round-trip path of the pure satellite case. Second, frames to be specified in a selec-
tive acknowledgment must be lost in an initial transmission before they can be lost
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in a terrestrial retransmission. That is, the frames lost during retransmission(s) are
a subset of the frames lost during initial transmission. So, loss in the satellite link
during initial transmission is the root event which causes a frame to fail to arrive at
the receiver, and so is the root event which would require specifying the frame in a





, where againαθ > 0.
3.3.5 Summary for Setting ARQ Protocol Parameters
A summary of the formulas and methods presented for calculating parameters for the
pure-satellite network is given in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. An analogous summary for the
hybrid network is presented in Figures 3.6 and 3.7.
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Given:hseq, hCRC, M, rs, qs, τs, ra, αθ, εφs, andεω
1. Packet Length: Define:
h = hseq+hCRC
L = `+h
ps = 1  (1 qs)
L




























Round` to the nearest integer to obtain the operating value`.
2. Frame Error Probability: With L = `+h, computeps = 1  (1 qs)
L.












selectαθ > 0, and then obtain
θ = dαθnsate :
(continued in Figure 3.5)
Figure 3.4: Parameter calculations for pure-satellite network, steps 1 to 3 (of 5).
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(continued from Figure 3.4)











































Figure 3.5: Parameter calculations for pure-satellite network, steps 4 and 5 (of 5).
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Given:hseq, hCRC, M, rs, rt , qs, qt , τs, τt , ra, αθ, εφs, εφt , andεω
1. Packet Length: Define:
h = hseq+hCRC
L = `+h
ps = 1  (1 qs)
L




































Round` to the nearest integer to obtain the operating value`. If unstable op-









If ` satisfies this inequality, continue with the next step. Otherwise, set`=
jèk,
whereè is the value of̀ which sets equal the right- and left-hand sides of the
above inequality.
2. Frame Error Probabilities: ComputeL, ps , and pt , as defined in the previous
step, for the value of̀ just obtained.
(continued in Figure 3.7)
Figure 3.6: Parameter calculations for hybrid network, steps 1 and 2 (of 5).
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(continued from Figure 3.6)
































































































This chapter presents results of a numerical example using simulations constructed
with the operating parameter expressions obtained in the previous chapter. The char-
acteristics of multicast pure-satellite and hybrid networks are explored further in sub-
sequent discussion supported by additional simulation results.
4.1 Numerical Example
4.1.1 Assumptions for Numerical Example
For the example, the values given in Table 4.1 are assumed. The selection of these
values is now addressed.
The satellite is assumed to be in geostationary orbit. Such a satellite has an orbital
altitude of 35786 km above the earth, yielding an earth station-satellite-earth station
propagation delay of 238 to 284 ms, depending on earth station terrestrial locations
relative to the satellite [27]. The value of 300 ms is assumed forτs to allow for
delays through satellite hardware, although no specific processing aboard the satellite
is assumed.
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Table 4.1: Assumptions for Numerical Example
Quantity Meaning Assumed Value Units
τs propagation delay through 0.3 seconds
satellite channel
τt propagation delay through 0.125 seconds
terrestrial channel
hCRC CRC length 16 bits
hseq sequence number length 24 bits
rs satellite channel bandwidth 1536000 bits/second
rt terrestrial channel bandwidth 33600 bits/second
ra acknowledgements link bandwidth 33600 bits/second
The terrestrial link propagation delayτt comprises 30 ms of genuine propagation
delay and 95 ms of modem processing delay. (The 95 ms of processing delay may
seem surprisingly large, but is in fact based upon a measurement, as described in [28],
p. 45).
A 16-bit CRC is an ITU-standard CRC length, and indeed such a CRC is specified
in ISO7776 and ISO4335 ([21], [22]), and sohCRC is set to 16 bits.
It was determined early in this work that an 8-bit sequence number would not
be large enough to allow simulations with the necessary window sizes numbering in
the hundreds or thousands of frames. Later, when constructing the NS simulation, it
was discovered that NS requires frames to be an integer number of bytes in length,
or else simulation errors would arise. Sinceθ would be a variable parameter in the
simulations,hseq would have to be a multiple of 8 bits. The smallest such multiple
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which was expected to yield a sequence number space of sufficient size led tohseq
being set to 16 bits. It was later found that a 16-bithseq field also did not provide a
sufficiently large numbering space for several cases, so ultimatelyhseq was set to 24
bits for all simulations.
To fairly compare ARQ multicasting performance in pure-satellite and hybrid net-
works, it is sensible to set the acknowledgements link bandwidth,ra, to be the same in
the two networks. Since acknowledgements are assumed to be sent in the hybrid net-
work on a full-duplex symmetric link of bandwidthrt bits per second, the same value
is assumed fora in both pure-satellite and hybrid networks. The value of 33.6 kb/s
was chosen forrt since this is the highest ITU-standard modem speed for sending data
over a common telephone line. (A common so-called 56 kb/s modem actually sends
data at 33.6 kb/s; the “56 kb/s” speed refers to the maximum possible speed at which
data might be received if the other party in the modem connection has a high-grade
digital connection to the telephone company’s network. No such high-grade line is
assumed here.)
The value of 1.536 Mb/s is assumed for the satellite link bandwidth,rs, as this is
the “T1”/“DS1” rate in the rate hierarchy of digital circuits, and is a popular speed for
high-speed digital service.
In the following discussion, single-receiver networks are considered before multi-
cast networks.
4.1.2 Single-Receiver Pure-Satellite Network
The optimal packet length for the pure-satellite network is obtained from (3.2), which
yields the results shown in Figure 4.1. To suit simulation constraints, the example







































Figure 4.1: Optimal packet length for ARQ operation in the single-receiver pure-
satellite network (h= hseq+hCRC = 24 + 16 = 40 bits).
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According to Figure 3.4, after obtaining the appropriate value for`, ps should be
found from (3.1) and thenθ should be computed using (3.28). Following these steps
yields theps-results shown in Figure 4.2, and theθ-results shown in Figure 4.3. The
latter figure showsθ varies withqs sinceθ depends onL, andL depends onqs, as
prescribed by Figure 3.4.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the ARQ parameters ofθ, ω, andφs all
may be expected to affect throughput and are inter-related. So, although the values
of these parameters can be calculated independently according to the procedures in
Figures 3.4 and 3.5, the network performance is affected by the ensemble of these
parameters. Hence the effect each parameter exerts on throughput cannot be exam-
ined independently, but must be considered in the context of some given fixed set
of the other parameters. Therefore, to see the throughput effects ofθ, the ARQ pa-
rameters ofφs andω were calculated according to Figure 3.5 usingεφs = 10 2 and
εω = 10 2, yielding the results shown in Figure 4.4. This figure indicates, that, in
general, throughput improves withθ, particularly at higher BERs. However, it is
somewhat peculiar that the curves are not everywhere concave as would be expected.
This will be simply explained shortly, after presenting the simulation results showing
the throughput effects ofω.
After obtainingθ, Figure 3.5 indicates thatφs should be found. Several values for
εφs were tried, beginning with 0.1, and decreasing to 10 12, andφs was not found to





the network of interest and the parameters considered. This indicates that allowing for
a maximal-length acknowledgement to be completely transmitted was the determining
consideration for settingφs in the network examined here. (The parameterφs was


























































































































,  εω = 10
−2
Figure 4.4: Throughput effects ofθ in the pure-satellite network.
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example.)
The next parameter considered wasω. Although Figure 4.4 indicates that in-
creasingαθ can improve throughput, it was decided to tryαθ = 0:25 andαθ = 0:1
when considering the effects of differentω-values. This decision was made because
ω has an explicit dependence uponM, the number of receivers, according to (3.20),
while αθ does not have such an explicit dependence. That is, it was expected that in-
creasingω would help throughput not only in a single-receiver network, but also in a
multiple-receivers network (examined below), while increasingαθ would not clearly
offer a benefit for multicasting. The values so obtained forω were the same for both
αθ = 0:25 andαθ = 0:1 and are shown in Figure 4.5. The corresponding throughputs
obtained by simulation are shown in Figure 4.6. This figure indicates that throughput
improves asω increases, as one would expect. The ostensibly odd dips in the curves
of this figure, and the smaller ones in Figure 4.4, above, are easily attributed to jumps
in the ω-values obtained for the givenεω-values, as shown in Figure 4.5. Note that
Figure 4.6 indicates that the window size, as determined byω for a givenεω, substan-
tially affects throughput. Considering this figure against the background of figures
presented earlier further indicates the window size parameterω affects throughput
more than do the other ARQ parameters. Although there is still significant disparity
between predicted and simulated throughputs atqs = 10 3, it may be expected that
decreasingεω, and so increasingω, might mitigate this shortfall. Also, at extremely
high values ofqs, it is expected that the finite acknowledgement link bandwidth,ra,
and the finite acknowledgement length,Kmaxack , would allow the transmitter to know
of only a small portion of the frames which require retransmission, and so would
depress throughput below a theoretical value. However, having found parameter val-





























































−5,  αθ = 0.25
εω = 10
−4,  αθ = 0.25
εω = 10
−3,  αθ = 0.25
εω = 10
−2,  αθ = 0.25
Figure 4.6: Throughput effects ofω in the single-receiver, pure-satellite network.
Although omitted from the figure for clarity, throughput forαθ = 0:1 is slightly less
than forαθ = 0:25.
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over nearly the entire range ofqs of interest, it was decided to accept the shortfall at
qs = 10 3 and to advance onward to further simulations.
4.1.3 Multiple-Receiver Pure-Satellite Network
The optimal packet length for the pure-satellite network is obtained from (3.2) and
(3.8). Applying these formulas yields the results shown in Figure 4.7. Note that
the optimal packet length̀ decreases asqs or M increases. This is to be expected
since, in general, increasing`, qs, or M reduces throughput. So, ifqs or M increases,
throughput suffers, while reducing̀can at least partly alleviate such throughput loss.
Of all the ARQ parameter calculations shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5, onlyω is
explicitly affected byM. It is true, though, that other ARQ parameters are affected by
M indirectly, since the value of̀ is obtained by maximizing the predicted throughput
expression, and the resulting` determinesps, which influences the other ARQ param-
eter values. Yet, experience with the single-receiver case indicates the window size,
as determined byω, has the most substantial affect upon throughput. Sinceεω = 10 5
was found to yield simulated throughputs fairly similar to the predicted results in the
single-receiver case, it was decided to try this sameεω-value for the multiple-receivers
cases.
The simulated throughputs obtained are shown in Figure 4.8. The figure indicates
generally good agreement with the predicted throughput values, and that, as predicted,
the throughput diminishes as the number of receivers in the network increases. Since a
disparity between predicted and simulated results was observed in the single-receiver
network atqs = 10 3, finding similar disparities for networks of a greater number of








































































M = 1 (prediction)
M = 2 (prediction)
M = 5 (prediction)
M = 10 (prediction)
M = 1 (simulation)
M = 2 (simulation)
M = 5 (simulation)
M = 10 (simulation)
αθ = 0.25, εω = 10
−5
Figure 4.8: Throughputs for multiple-receiver pure-satellite networks.
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4.1.4 Single-Receiver Hybrid Network
4.1.4.1 Unstable Operation Allowable
The optimal packet length for the hybrid network is obtained as prescribed in Step 1
of Figure 3.6. For the present, unstable operation will be allowed. This procedure
yields results as shown in Figure 4.9.
Note from Figure 4.9 that the optimal packet length in the hybrid network is nearly
the same as the single-receiver pure-satellite network’s optimal packet length shown
in Figure 4.1. This similarity may be explained in the following way: the packet
length optimization for the pure-satellite network seeks to maximize the number of
information bits delivered by transmitting a frame upon the satellite link. This is
subsumed in the hybrid network by minimizingβ. Hence, optimizing the packet
length for the satellite link helps reduce the number of information bits which must be
retransmitted terrestrially in a hybrid network. Further, only a fraction of transmitted
frames must be retransmitted terrestrially, so the degree to which a packet length
may be suboptimal for the terrestrial network does not have as much significance
for optimizing throughput as does packet length suboptimality for the satellite link.
So, optimizing the packet length for the satellite link yields a packet length which is
close to the optimal packet length for the hybrid network. Of course, this description
ignores the effect of a finite window, as described in the previous chapter, and which
will be explored further below.
Figure 4.9 shows the optimal packet length for a given combination ofqs andqt .
For these optimal packet lengths, the corresponding FERs,ps and pt , are shown in
Figures 4.10 and 4.11.





















































































































































































Figure 4.11: Terrestrial channel FER,pt , corresponding to optimal packet lengths
(h= 40 bits).
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ure 4.9 are shown Figure 4.12. (A terrestrial BER of 10 3 is not considered in this
figure since the corresponding FERs are so close to unity that window exhaustion is
guaranteed ifps > 0. This observation indeed conflicts with (2.7) but that expres-
sion was developed without regard to a finite window size.) The throughput curves
are almost exactly coincident for all values ofqt considered, indicating little predicted
sensitivity of throughput to the terrestrial channel bit error rate. These throughput pre-
dictions are idealized, though, for they assume unlimited window sizes and no timer
expirations. Such assumptions are not found in actual operation, so some sensitivity
to qt would be expected in practice.
Having obtained the optimal packet lengths for each combination ofqs andqt ,
the ARQ parameters can be considered. The results from the single-receiver, pure-
satellite network discussion above were used as a guide for this hybrid example. As
before, the example proceeds with the`-values obtained above rounded to their near-
est positive multiples of eight to suit simulation constraints.
For the hybrid network, assumingqt = 10 5, following the calculation prescribed
in Figure 3.7 yields theθ-results shown in Figure 4.13. Theθ-values obtained for the
hybrid network are considerably smaller than those obtained for the pure-satellite net-
work (as shown in Figure 4.3) due to the round-trip time being smaller in the hybrid
network, in which acknowledgements are sent terrestrially. The throughput effects of
different values ofθ are shown in Figure 4.14. In this figure, little throughput sensi-
tivity to θ is seen. Forqs > 10 5, the throughput curves drop sharply, and become
convex. The unusual behavior exhibited forqs > 10 5 corresponds to unstable oper-
ation, which, as described in the previous chapter, results in the satellite transmitter
idling at times, waiting for the terrestrial transmitter to successfully deliver the earliest












































Figure 4.12: Predicted throughput for ARQ operation in the hybrid network, using
































































































,  εω = 10
−2
Figure 4.14: Throughput effects ofθ in the hybrid network.
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does not improve matters, and simulation results to be presented below will verify this
assertion.
In the figure, atqs= 10 5, insignificant throughput benefit was observed by vary-
ingαθ. Simulations conducted at lesser and greater values ofqt yielded similar results.
These results suggest that resources can be conserved by settingαθ = 0:1. However,
to parallel pure-satellite network simulations presented above, hereafterαθ was set to
0.25.
After obtainingθ, φs andφt are to be obtained. As in the pure-satellite network,
varyingεφs andεφt from 10 1 to 10 12 did not affect the values ofφs andφt obtained.







, respectively, for hybrid network simulations.
Next, the effect of different window sizes was considered. Forqt = 10 5, the
values ofω obtained are shown in Figure 4.15. The dip in the curve forεω = 10 5
indicates the transition between which of the first two quantities in (3.24) yields the
maximum.
The corresponding simulation results are shown in Figure 4.16. This figure indi-
cates that, as asserted earlier, increasing the window size does not improve through-
put. In stable operation, window exhaustion is rare, so a larger window does not help.
Window exhaustion is common in unstable operation, but once the satellite transmit-
ter idles, the duty cycle of that transmitter depends on the transmission and error rates
of the two links, but not on the window size. So, if the operation of the hybrid network



































































αθ = 0.25, qt = 10
-5
Figure 4.16: Throughput effects ofω in the hybrid network (qt = 10 5).
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4.1.4.2 Stability–Assured Operation
In an effort to improve throughput forqs > 10 5, the hybrid network was examined
with ` calculated to assure stability. Recalculating the packet lengths yields the values
shown in Figure 4.17. The optimal packet lengths calculated earlier, and shown in
Figure 4.9, are shown as well for comparison. Forqt  10 5 andqs 10 5, the packet
lengths calculated above earlier yield stable operation. Asqs increases beyond 10 5,
the packet lengths calculated above do not yield stable operation, and the disparity
between the earlier curves and the “stable-only” curves grows. Forqt = 10 3, none of
the values calculated earlier yield stable operation, and so the “stable-only” curve does
not anywhere coincide with its earlier counterpart. This indicates that forqt = 10 3,
the theoretically optimal packet length cannot provide stable operation, and so the
procedure for calculating̀from (3.4) to yield stable operation must be employed.
In this figure, as in those which follow, the curves for quantities related to stability-
assured operation do not extend toqs = 10 3 since stable operation is unachievable
for so high a value ofqs.
The FERsps andpt corresponding to the stability-assured packet lengths shown in
Figure 4.17 are given in Figures 4.18 and 4.19, respectively. The transition between
“ordinary” and “stability-assured” operation is clearly visible in the first of these two
figures.
The predicted throughputs for the calculated packet lengths are shown in Fig-
ure 4.20. Note that Figure 4.19 indicatespt  1 for qt = 10 3 if qs is less than 10 6
or so. As explained above, ifpt is nearly unity, then window exhaustion will eventu-
ally result if ps > 0, and so throughput will be nearly zero for such cases. With this
observation, and noting that Figure 4.20 indicates identical throughputs forqt = 10 7
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Figure 4.18: Satellite channel FER,ps, corresponding to the optimal packet lengths






























































Figure 4.19: Terrestrial channel FER,pt corresponding to the optimal packet lengths








































Figure 4.20: Predicted throughput for ARQ operation in the hybrid network, using
optimal packet lengths from Figure 4.17.
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With ` recalculated to assure stable operation, the values ofθ obtained for a range
of αθ are shown in Figure 4.21. The values ofθ shown in this figure are larger
for qs  10 5 than before since now smaller packet lengths were calculated to as-
sure stability for these higher satellite channel BERs. The corresponding effect ofθ
upon throughput forqt = 10 5 is shown in Figure 4.22. Although some variation in
throughput withαθ is visible in Figure 4.22, this variation is slight. Hence, and to
parallel earlier simulations, hereafterαθ was set to 0:25.
As before, varyingεφ over a wide range yielded no change in the values ofφs and
φt calculated.
Calculating̀ to assure stability yielded the values ofω shown in Figure 4.23. The
values obtained forqs > 10 5 are less than those obtained earlier in which unstable
operation was accepted. The reason smaller values were obtained forω in the present
situation is that calculating̀ to assure stability yields smaller values for`, and so
smaller values forps andpt , which in turn yield smaller values forω by (3.24).
The simulation results corresponding to the different values ofω are shown in
Figure 4.24. As in the pure-satellite case, the figure indicates enlarging the window
improves performance, and excellent agreement of simulated throughput with the pre-
dicted performance can be achieved with sufficiently large window sizes.
4.1.5 Multiple-Receiver Hybrid Network
The optimal packet lengths for the multicast hybrid network are the same as for the
single-receiver hybrid network, which were given above in Figures 4.9 and 4.17. Us-
ing the packet lengths shown in Figure 4.17, namely the packet lengths calculated
to assure stability, multi-receiver hybrid network simulations were conducted. These




















































Figure 4.21: Acknowledgement sequence numbers maximum,θ, for the hybrid net-




































, εφ = 10
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,  εω = 10
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αθ = 0.25, qt = 10
-5
Figure 4.24: Throughput effects ofω in the hybrid network (qt = 10 5) with ` calcu-
lated to assure stable operation.
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ters used for the results shown in Figure 4.24. The multi-receiver simulation results
for the hybrid network are shown in Figure 4.25. The figure shows little sensitivity
of throughput to the number of receivers in the hybrid network, although only limited
simulation results are presented in the figure. Yet, discussion in section 3.3.3.4 sug-
gested some sensitivity would be shown. However, such sensitivity may be partially
masked by preceding efforts in which ARQ parameters were adjusted to maximize
throughput. It may be expected that greater throughput sensitivity toM would be ex-
hibited with a greater number of receivers, or at higher satellite channel BERs than
for which simulation results are provided in the figure.
The reason for presenting only limited simulation results is itself an instructive
matter. In general, the greater the satellite channel BER, the larger the window size
and the timer period calculated by the formulas in Figures 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7. In
the hybrid network in particular,rt is smaller thanrs (by a factor of almost 46, in
these examples), and so the window size and timer period are further increased. Fur-
ther, at higher satellite channel BERs, smaller packet sizes are calculated to assure
stability. These observations translate to substantially more memory being required
for simulating the hybrid network with a poor satellite channel. Hence results could
not be obtained for the most memory-intensive simulation scenarios, despite using
the best RAM-equipped computer available to this author (a Sun workstation with
1 GB of memory). While the NS simulator was found to have some constraints which
limited using memory as efficiently as possible, the amount of memory required is a





























M = 1 (simulation)
M = 2 (simulation)
M = 5 (simulation)





, αθ = 0.25, εω = 10
-5
Figure 4.25: Throughputs for multiple-receiver hybrid networks.
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4.1.6 Comparison of Pure-Satellite and Hybrid Networks for
Multicasting to Identical Receivers
The simulation results presented above for both pure-satellite and hybrid networks
indicate predicted throughputs can be achieved, or nearly achieved, if the protocol
parameters are adjusted properly. Figure 4.26 compares the predicted throughputs for
the two networks. The figure indicates ARQ multicast throughput can be improved by
supplementing a pure-satellite network with terrestrial links to form a hybrid network,
and modifying the multicast ARQ protocol to take appropriate advantage of these
links. At very high satellite link BERs, though, the hybrid network cannot support
stable operation. Also, if the satellite link BER is low enough to allow stable hybrid
network operation, but is still relatively high, the hybrid network may yield poorer
throughput than the pure-satellite network, since many retransmissions for a receiver
in the hybrid network must be conducted over a terrestrial link slower than the satellite
link. Yet, for lesser satellite link BERs, the hybrid network offers superior throughput.
The throughput advantage of the hybrid network of course requires additional
bandwidth. In Chapter 2, the throughput efficiency,η, was defined as the throughput
(ν) divided by the sum of the network link bandwidths used to achieve that through-
put. The throughput efficiencies corresponding to the pure-satellite and hybrid net-
work throughputs of Figure 4.26 are given in Figure 4.27. (The throughput curves
in Figure 4.26 are very similar for different terrestrial BERs in the hybrid network; a
BER of qt = 10 4 was deemed representative for composing Figure 4.27.) This fig-
ure indicates the pure-satellite network is more efficient than the hybrid network. This
conclusion might appear to contradict Figure 2.6’s implication of a region of satellite
link BERs in which the hybrid network is more efficient. However, Figure 2.6 as-
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Pure-Satellite Network, M = 10
Figure 4.27: Throughput efficiency comparison for the pure-satellite and hybrid net-
works.
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for each satellite link BER, or combination of satellite and terrestrial link BERs, for
the hybrid network. Still, Figure 4.27 suggests the terrestrial channels of the hybrid
network could possibly be used more efficiently.
4.2 Bandwidth Splitting
4.2.1 Problem Formulation
Having shown that a hybrid network can in some cases offer better throughput for
multicasting than can a pure-satellite network, it is natural to wonder about possible
optimizations to improve throughput. Beyond the discussions of the previous chapter,
another matter of interest is optimizing the amounts of bandwidth used in the satellite
and terrestrial links, which is now addressed.
Let rtot denote a given total amount of bandwidth to be devoted for carrying infor-
mation frames from a transmitter toM receivers. This bandwidth is to be partitioned
into an amount for the satellite link,rs, and the balance is to be assigned toM terres-
trial links, each having bandwidthrt. Let ρ, 0 ρ  1, be a splitting factor, defined
as the fraction of total bandwidth assigned to terrestrial links. WithM receivers, each
receiver is to be assigned a terrestrial bandwidth ofrt = ρrtot=M. The question of
present interest is to find the value ofρ which maximizes throughput.
A slightly more interesting question, which does not affect the outcome of the one
just posited, is to apply a cost constraint. A network designer may haveD dollars
available for links, where the cost per unit bandwidth isCs for a satellite link andCt
for a terrestrial link. Hence the constraint isCs(1 ρ)rtot +CtMρrtot=M  D, which
yieldsrtot D=(Cs(1 ρ)+Ctρ). So, onceρ is found,rtot can be determined, in turn
yielding the appropriate satellite link bandwidth,rs = (1 ρ)rtot, and terrestrial link
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bandwidth per receiver,t = ρrtot=M.
To address the original question of finding the value ofρ which maximizes
throughput, assume a fixed amount of overhead,h, per information frame. Also as-
sume that the link BERsqs andqt are given. These quantities are assumed to be fixed,
independent of the link transmission speed. To avoid trivial cases, the link BERs are
assumed to satisfy 0< qs; qt < 1.
4.2.2 Relation of Splitting Factor to Throughput
4.2.2.1 Fixed Packet Length
To understand the effect ofρ upon throughput, it will be helpful to temporarily assume
a fixed packet length̀. The throughput then varies withρ as sketched in Figure 4.28,
as will now be explained.
If ρ = 0, a pure satellite network is described;ρ = 1 specifies a purely terrestrial
network; and 0< ρ < 1 describes a hybrid network. Since the three cases ofρ = 0,
0< ρ < 1, andρ = 1 correspond to different networks, the throughput as a function
of ρ is discontinuous atρ = 0 andρ = 1.
In the pure-satellite network, corresponding toρ = 0, the throughput is̀rtot=(`+
h)βsat;M. As shown in section 2.2.1 (page 25),βsat;M declines withM because more
retransmissions are required for more receivers. Hence the throughput forρ = 0 may
exceed that achievable in the hybrid network ifM is small, but declines asM increases.
If ρ = 1, then no satellite link is employed, and there is no multicasting. Hence
this case corresponds to a star-topology terrestrial network ofM links connecting the
transmitter to each receiver, and each link has bandwidthrtot=M. This is effectively
anM-way unicast network. As seen by each receiver, this situation is similar to that in
















Figure 4.28: Sketch showing variation of throughput,ν, with splitting factor,ρ.
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is qt instead ofqs. The throughput in this setting is then`(1  pt) rtot=(`+h)M. Thus
the throughput is inversely related toM. Note that since there is no multicast link,
transmissions to theM receivers need not be conducted simultaneously.
In the hybrid network, for which 0< ρ < 1, if too little terrestrial bandwidth is
provided, then unstable operation will result. If sufficient terrestrial bandwidth is
provided, then the operation will be stable. This suggests there is some value ofρ,
which will be denoted here aseρ, which demarcates unstable and stable operation.
More precisely, leteρ, 0< eρ < 1, be the maximum value ofρ which provides unstable
operation. This particular definition foreρ is asserted sinceρ must actually exceedeρ
to assure stable operation.
So, if ρ eρ, the hybrid network’s operation will be unstable. Asρ < eρ is reduced
toward zero, bandwidth is taken from the terrestrial links and provided to the satellite
link. This exacerbates the unstable character of the operation: a greater retransmis-
sions load is provided to the terrestrial subsystem, while the service capability for
this load is reduced. Hence the satellite transmitter idles for longer periods, and the
throughput declines towards zero. Asρ is reduced, the change in retransmissions load
(an increase) and the change of terrestrial capacity to service this load (a decrease) are
linear changes. This suggests that the throughput decreases linearly asρ is reduced
from eρ to zero. However, simulation results such as those presented in Figure 4.16
suggest that throughput may decline according to a convex curve as the degree of in-
stability increases. Since it is not clear if the throughput varies linearly or according
to a convex curve for 0< ρ < eρ, both possibilities are sketched in Figure 4.28.
If eρ < ρ < 1, then the hybrid network’s operation will be stable. Adding terrestrial
bandwidth will not improve throughput, since sufficient bandwidth has already been
furnished to accommodate the retransmissions load. Increasingρ reduces the satellite
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link bandwidth, which reduces the retransmission load for the terrestrial subsystem.
This only improves the stable character of the network’s operation. Increasingρ also
reduces the rate at which frames are successfully delivered via satellite to a given
receiver. So, increasingρ beyondeρ toward unity reduces the throughput toward zero.
Since the throughput in a stable hybrid network is linear in the amount of satellite
bandwidth, this reduction in throughput is also linear inρ.
Based on these observations, the maximum throughput for the hybrid network is
achieved withρ slightly greater thaneρ, and the throughput is then slightly less than
`eρrtot=(`+h).



















M (1  pt)+ ps
; (4.2)
where the last expression merely changes notation from BERs to FERs. This expres-
sion also indicates thateρ increases withM, which is sensible: more receivers less
bandwidth should be provided to the satellite link, and more should be provided to
terrestrial links for retransmissions.
4.2.2.2 Variable Packet Length
If the packet length̀ is not fixed, theǹ can be adjusted to maximize throughput for
a combination ofqs, qt , rs = (1 ρ)rtot, andrt = ρrtot, for each of the three cases of
ρ = 0, 0< ρ < 1 andρ = 1.
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The optimal packet length for theρ = 0 (pure-satellite network) case,`sat is cal-
culated as described in Figure 3.4. With`sat so computed,ps and thenβsat;M can be
found as well, so the throughput isνsat;M = `satrtot=(`sat+h)βsat;M.
If ρ = 1, then no satellite link is employed, and there is no multicasting. The
optimal packet length in this setting,`terr, can be calculated as prescribed in (3.2)
with qt substituted forqs. After computingpt by (3.3), the throughput in this setting
of M receivers is thenνterr;M = `terr (1  pt) rtot=M(`terr +h).
For the hybrid network, discussion in section 3.3.1.2 explains that idling of the
satellite transmitter is guaranteed if the hybrid network’s operation is unstable, and
such idling significantly depresses throughput. Simulation results presented above
verify this assertion and also demonstrate that such throughput degradation may be
overcome by adjusting the packet length to achieve stable operation. It is clear, then,
that if a finite window is employed for multicasting in a hybrid network, maximal
throughput will be obtained for some combination of` and ρ which yields stable
operation.
It will be helpful to consider separately the cases of 0< ρ eρ andeρ < ρ < 1. For
eρ < ρ < 1, namely stable hybrid operation, Figure 3.6 and (4.2) suggest the procedure
for finding the best combination of packet length and splitting factor. Let`hyb denote





. This value of̀ will
yield stable operation. Note that the derivative is a function ofh, qs, andqt , but not of
rs or rt . That is,`hyb is determined without regard to a particular value ofρ. Hence,
for eρ < ρ < 1, the optimal packet length is̀hyb. From Figure 4.28 it is clear that
throughput is maximized forρ = eρ corresponding tòhyb.












whereps andpt are the FERs calculated using` = `hyb. The expression is shown as
an inequality becausèwould have to be reduced to slightly less than`hyb to assure
stability. A legitimate alternative would be to instead adjustρ to be slightly greater
thaneρ.
So far it has been shown that the optimal splitting factor for 0< ρ < 1 is no
greater thaneρ corresponding tòhyb. For 0< ρ eρ, the network can still be used, but
` should be set to less than`hyb to assure stability by (4.1). Since there is no closed-
form expression for each such`, ρ must be varied on(0; eρ], and for each value ofρ,
the corresponding̀ must be calculated, and then the throughput must be checked. It
is quite possible the optimalρ in (0; 1) is less thaneρ.
So, for 0< ρ < 1, the optimal combination ofρ and` cannot be determined in a
straightforward fashion as forρ = 0 andρ = 1. Instead, a search procedure on(0; eρ]
is required. The following summarizes the procedure:


















M (1  pt)+ ps
;
#
which is the maximum throughput achievable for stable hybrid operation, for
whichρ 2 (eρ ;1).
4. Vary ρ over (0; eρ]; for each value ofρ, find the maximal value of̀ which
satisfies (4.1). Then use this value to compute the throughput`(1 ρ)rtot=(`+
h).
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5. The value ofρ, and the corresponding value of`, which yield maximal through-
put in the previous two steps is the combination which yields maximal through-
put for 0< ρ < 1.
In particular, the maximal throughput may exceed`hyb(1 eρ) rtot=`hyb+h.
4.2.3 Summary
For the three cases ofρ= 0, 0< ρ< 1, andρ= 1, the corresponding predicted optimal
throughputs are:












M (1  pt)+ ps
#
;
(use described search procedure)





Based on the given values ofM, qs, andqt andrtot, the optimal packet length and then
the throughput can be computed for each of the three cases to determine which case
provides the best throughput.
4.2.4 Numerical Example
The starting point chosen for a numerical example is the predicted throughput result
shown for the hybrid network in Figure 4.26 withqs = 10 4, qt = 10 5, with M = 5
receivers assumed. In that setting, a total ofrtot = 1:536 Mb=s + 5 33:6 kb=s=
1:704 Mb=s was used to achieve a predicted throughput of about 1.25 Mb/s. The
corresponding splitting factor for that setting isρ = (533600)=1704000= 0:098.
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The present task is to examine the variation of throughput as a function of splitting
factor for the same link BERs, number of receivers, and total bandwidth.
For the particular values ofqs andqt just given,eρ = 0:2516. On a graph showing
throughput as function ofρ (such as Figure 4.28), which is the intended presentation
format for the simulation results, this value ofeρ allows the range 0< ρ < eρ to be seen
easily. (The values for the BERsqs andqt for this example were selected to provide a
value ofeρ which would be easily seen on such a graph.)
Using the specified values, the optimal packet length forρ = 0 is 304 bits. The
corresponding throughput is 1.29 Mb/s.
If ρ = 1, then the optimal packet length for operation with a common window
is 908 bits, and 1980 bits for operating with independent windows. Rounding these
packet lengths to nearest multiple of eight yields 912 and 1984 bits, respectively. The
corresponding throughputs are approximately 310 and 328 kb/s, respectively.
For the hybrid network, the optimal packet length obtained by finding` to set





is 651 bits. Rounding downward to a multiple
of eight to assure stability and to suit simulation constraints yields 648 bits. The
corresponding optimal value ofρ iseρ= 0:2516, as mentioned above, and the predicted
throughput forρ = eρ is then 1.19 Mb/s.
Simulations were conducted to verify the throughput values as well as the sup-
porting analysis presented above. The splitting parameterρ was incrementally varied
from zero to unity. For 0< ρ  eρ, simulations were conducted in two ways: with
the 648-bit near-optimal packet length foreρ < ρ < 1, to examine the throughput in
an unstable hybrid network; and with packet lengths computed for each value ofρ to
assure stable operation.
For theρ = 1 case, simulations were conducted both with and without a common
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window for the five receivers.
For the simulations, some acknowledgements link bandwidthra ad to be as-
sumed. It was decided to set the acknowledgement link bandwidthra to equal the
bandwidth of the link upon which frames were to be initially transmitted. That is, for
0 ρ < 1, ra was set to(1 ρ)rtot, and forρ = 1, ra was set tortot=M. With ra set so,
and with the formulation of acknowledgements described earlier, it was expected that
the acknowledgement link bandwidth would not constrain the throughput. This would
allow considering the bandwidth splitting problem with negligible confounding effect
of finite bandwidth for acknowledgements.
Earlier simulations indicatedαθ = 0:25 andεω = 10 5 yield throughputs which
approach predicted values, and so these parameter values were used for the present
group of simulations.
The simulation results are presented in Figure 4.29. (Predicted results are nearly
coincident with the simulation results and are omitted for clarity.) These results match
well the general prediction sketched in Figure 4.28. The results also indicate that a
hybrid network’s best performance is obtained at some particularρ < eρ, with the
packet length calculated to assure stability at that value ofρ. The figure indicates the
best value forρ 2 (0; 1) is about 0.15 for this scenario, with a corresponding packet
length of 312 bits. Asρ is reduced from this point, the packet length required to
assure stability quickly diminishes and the fraction of the frame occupied by the fixed
amount of overhead packet quickly rises.
Overall, the pure-satellite network was found to provide the best throughput for
the given combination of link BERs, total amount of available bandwidth, and number
of receivers. Yet, if the number of receivers were to be increased, the throughputs
obtained forρ = 0 andρ = 1 would decrease, while the throughput for the hybrid
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Figure 4.29: Results for example examining bandwidth splitting. For the hybrid net-
work (0< ρ < 1), a fixed packet length of 648 bits was used, except were noted.
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network—in particular, forρ  0:15—would not diminish. So, in a network having
sufficiently many receivers, the hybrid network withρ 0:15 would provide the best
throughput.
4.3 Multicasting to Non-Identical Receivers: The
“Poor Listener” Problem
Until now, this dissertation has assumed the noise processes affecting reception are in-
dependent but identical at all receivers. Under such circumstances, and if the satellite
link is not extraordinarily poor, the hybrid network was shown to be capable of allevi-
ating the deterioration of throughput with the number of receivers in a satellite-based
multicast network.
It is natural to wonder about performance when one receiver suffers exception-
ally poor reception conditions. With an ideal multicast SR ARQ protocol, namely one
with an unlimited window size, such a “poorer listener” would not affect throughput to
other receivers in a hybrid network. However, with a common, finite window govern-
ing transmission to all receivers, the window’s advance would expectedly be limited
by the rate at which frames can be successfully delivered to the exceptional receiver.
Hence the throughput for all receivers would be limited by the poorer listener [4].
To explore this “poor listener problem,” assume a pure-satellite network has been
engineered forM receivers to suit a given combination ofrs andqs. In particular, the
packet length̀ has been determined, and there is a corresponding satellite link FER
ps. Suppose there are someM0 exceptional receivers in the network which unfortu-
nately experience a poorer satellite link, with BERq 0s > qs. Consequently, the satellite
link FER experienced by the exceptional receivers is somep 0s > ps. To allow greatest
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generality, let 0M0  M. This range forM0 implies a majority of receivers may be
“exceptional,” but this terminology has clear intent and so will be retained. The other
M M0 receivers will be called the “ordinary” receivers.
The present interest is comparing the throughput of such a pure-satellite network
with the throughput of an analogous hybrid network. More precisely, the hybrid net-
work has been designed forM receivers to suit a given combination ofrs, rt , qs, and
qt , in which theM0 exceptional receivers suffer withq 0s > qs (and so the link FER is
worse as well,p 0s > ps). To be clear, the packet length is calculated differently in the
pure-satellite and hybrid networks, and so the satellite link FERsps andp 0s both differ
in the two networks.
In calculating the throughput for multicasting in a pure-satellite network (sec-
tion 2.2.1), the quantityγ( j) was defined as the probability with which a frame is
successfully delivered to allM receivers withj or fewer transmissions. In the poor

























As before, this throughput expression assumes an unlimited window size, and so may
overestimate the throughput actually achievable.
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In the hybrid network, the operation serving the ordinary receivers qualifies as
stable, by design. If the operation serving the exceptional receivers also qualifies as
stable, then the entire network’s operation will be stable. The throughput to each of
all M receivers would then bèrs=(`+ h). If the operation serving the exceptional
receiver(s) is unstable, and if the window size is unlimited, then the throughput for
the network will be the average of theM M0 stable operation throughputs and the





if operation is stable for all receivers
`
(`+h)M f(M M
0)rs+M0 [rs(1  p 0s)+ rt (1  pt)]g ;
if operation is unstable for theM0 receivers
However, results and discussion presented earlier indicate that if operation serving a
receiver is unstable, then a finite window will be exhausted at times. This will cause
the satellite transmitter to idle, and so the throughput for that receiver will be far less
than calculated. Hence the throughput for the case of the hybrid network servingM0
exceptional receivers in unstable fashion cannot be calculated accurately either, and
so the second case of the foregoing throughput expression is practically useful only
as an upper bound, and this bound will likely be a loose one. If indeed operation is
unstable for theM0 receivers, then again throughput will be limited to all receivers in
the network.
If qs  q 0s, then the packet length calculated for the ordinary receivers may be
large enough to yield unstable operation for the exceptional receivers. Ifqs is reduced,
then a greater value for̀will be calculated, and sop 0s will be increased ifq
0
s is held
fixed. Hence, the better the satellite links to the ordinary receivers, the worse the
performance will be for the exceptional receivers. In general, then, it is fair to assert
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the following:
If a hybrid network is engineered for the ordinary receivers, and if the
operation serving the exceptional receivers is unstable, then the greater
the disparity betweenqs andq 0s, the poorer the throughput to all receivers.
So, the poor listener problem of the pure-satellite network is eliminated
with the hybrid network only if the retransmission links have sufficient
bandwidth to allow stable operation to all receivers.
A numerical example will now be introduced to aid further discussion. Assume
q 0s = 10
 4, qt = 10 5, and, as in section 4.1,rs= 1:536 Mb/s,rt = 33:6 kb/s, andh=
40 bits. Ifqs = 10 7, then the optimal packet length is 5976 bits. The corresponding
link FERs for the ordinary receivers are approximatelyps= 6:010 3 andpt = 5:8
10 2. Checking the stability condition (3.4) yields the true relation 9213< 1638,
verifying stable operation for the ordinary receivers. However, for the exceptional
receivers suffering withq 0s = 10
 4, the correspondingp 0s is 0.45, and (3.4) yields
the untrue relation 69440< 31638, indicating unstable operation for the exceptional
receivers.
Suppose more generally that, for a givenrs, rt , andqt , the suboptimal procedure
of setting` =
jèk to assure stability (as prescribed in Figure 3.6) is required for all
qs exceeding some valuebqs. If bqs q 0s, then the maximum packet length which will
yield stable operation for the exceptional receivers is some`0 =
jè0k, whereè0 denotes
the value of̀ which sets equal the LHS and RHS of (3.4) usingq 0s instead ofqs. If






. This ` exceeds the value of`0, which is calculated from
the stability condition sincebqs q 0s. Since`0 is essentially the maximum acceptable
packet length for stable operation for the exceptional receivers, but the network uses
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packets of length̀ > `0, unstable operation may be expected for the exceptional re-
ceivers. In the foregoing numerical example, the intermediate satellite link BER value
bqs is approximately 10 5. It is not surprising, then, that forq 0s = 10 4> bqs= 10 5 and
qs = 10 6 bqs, the exceptional receivers were found to operate in unstable fashion.
If q 0s < bqs; then stable operation may be possible, but is still not assured. In such
a situation, the optimal packet length for the exceptional receivers,`0, will be less
than the transition packet lengthè0 but the difference may be small or large. If the
packet length for the network,̀ satisfies̀ 0 < ` < è0, then operation will be stable
for the exceptional receivers (as well as for the ordinary ones). However, ifè0 < `,
then operation will be unstable for the exceptional receivers, and throughput for all
receivers will suffer.
To continue the foregoing numerical example, suppose againqs = 10 7, butq 0s =
10 6. In this case,̀ = 16984,è0 = 18331, and̀ 0 = 5976. The inequalities sequence
`0 < ` < è0 is satisfied in this case, and all receivers enjoy stable operation.
The foregoing numerical example was investigated with simulations of a network
havingM = 5 receivers. The results are shown in Figure 4.30. Forq 0s = 10
 6, only
one order of magnitude poorer than the satellite channel BER ofqs = 10 7 for which
the network was designed, it was shown above that this case yields stable operation
in the hybrid network for the exceptional receivers, and so the simulated and pre-
dicted results are very similar for both the pure-satellite and hybrid networks. In the
q 0s = 10
 4 case, the throughput is substantially poorer than predicted, and a drastic
throughput reduction results if even only one receiver is exceptional. In this case,qs
andq 0s differ by three orders of magnitude, so the effect of the finite common window
having been not regarded in the throughput prediction is clearly seen. Also, the ex-
ceptional receivers in the hybrid network suffer unstable operation in this case, and,
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Figure 4.30: Throughput for “poor-listener” scenarios.
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This dissertation began by mentioning the superiority of ARQ, as an adaptive error
control technique, for multicast error control. Immediately a problem inherent in this
scheme was recognized: retransmissions typically benefit few receivers, and so the
throughput diminishes with the number of receivers. The hybrid network was in-
troduced to possibly overcome this problem, and analysis verifying this possibility
was presented. Simulation was required for investigating further ARQ multicasting
in pure-satellite and hybrid networks, so protocol implementation parameters were
defined. The performance effects were considered for each of these parameters, and a
methodology for selecting their values was developed. This methodology was used to
develop simulations which indicated the throughput variation exerted by the param-
eters. Simulations also indicated how crucially the hybrid network must be operated
in a “stable” fashion to realize good performance, and that in some network condi-
tions such a stable hybrid network can indeed alleviate the loss of throughput seen
in a multicast pure-satellite network. The optimal way to split a given fixed amount
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of bandwidth between satellite and terrestrial links was considered, and the hybrid
network was also shown to mitigate the poor listener problem in some circumstances
as well.
5.2 Issues for Future Study
Perhaps foremost among matters for future examination is how to increase the effi-
ciency of the protocol’s operation in the hybrid network. At times when the satellite
link experienced by one receiver is good that receiver’s terrestrial channel may be un-
derutilized. This suggests that if the transmitter can deduce the approximate quality
of the satellite link to each receiver, perhaps initial transmissions of some frames can
be conducted on the terrestrial links to increase the throughput and efficiency.
A related matter is how the acknowledgements might be composed differently to
communicate more receiver buffer state information to the transmitter. While this is
important for ARQ in general, it is particularly significant for a hybrid network with
a severe constraint on acknowledgement bandwidth.
One matter requiring further investigation is how the combination of finite ac-
knowledgement link bandwidth and limited acknowledgement length affects through-
put. Although protocol analysis was disappointingly found to be intractable in sev-
eral circumstances, experience with simulations provided some additional intuitive
insights. Although an acknowledgement with limited length may not allow specify-
ing all frames which must be retransmitted, timer expirations effect retransmissions
for such unspecified frames. Hence excluding some numbers from an acknowledge-
ment naklist of limited length may not be a serious concern. However, a concern
persists that timers may initiate retransmissions for frames which were actually re-
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ceived correctly but which could not be implicitly specified in the naklist. Although
calculating the exact number of such frames is essentially impossible as it is for so
many other intriguing conundrums of protocol operation, an approximate analysis
may be possible.
Another surviving question is how the throughput delivered by an unstable hybrid
network might be calculated. Although the poor throughput observed in simulations
of such networks is a consequence of a finite window, again an approximate approach
which circumvents the intractability of an exact analysis may be possible.
This dissertation examined fairly small numbers of receivers, to suit simulation
constraints. In practice, thousands of receivers, or more, might be served by a multi-
cast network. Hence, comparing the throughputs of pure-satellite and hybrid networks
with such great numbers of receivers would be indicated before deploying satellite-
based multicast networks of these sorts.
In this work, only a star topology of terrestrial links was considered; a natural
extension is to consider other topologies. In particular, suppose the terrestrial network
is a tree of terrestrial links, with the transmitter at the root node and a receiver at each
non-root node. Such a tree could not only support multicasting in a hybrid network
as described above, but would also allow a frame retransmission request sent by one
receiver node to be serviced by the nearest ancestor node which is the root of a sub-
tree having at least one node which successfully received the specified frame. The
transmitter’s load in servicing retransmission requests would then be reduced.
Such operation in a tree-shaped terrestrial network is similar to the operation of
the Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol [29, 30]. Hence an integration of the hybrid
network into multicasting development efforts by the Internet Engineering Task Force
(IETF) is a possibility as well.
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Tree-shaped terrestrial networks may also be wireless networks, as in the case
of mobile receiving nodes. For example, mobile receivers, with omnidirectional an-
tennas, can broadcast retransmission requests to other receivers possibly nearby and
receive frames over the terrestrial wireless channel. A terrestrial tree for retransmis-
sions, albeit a continuously changing tree, is perhaps applicable for mobile receivers
as well.
A challenging concern for satellite multicasting to stations which are widely sepa-
rated is that the stations may have significantly different satellite link FERs. In partic-
ular, weather phenomena may cause receivers in one region to similarly suffer a poor
satellite link FER, while receivers in another region enjoy clear sky and correspond-
ingly good communication. While this dissertation considered the “poor listener”
problem to a limited extent, solutions for large networks with a large range ofps
values remain to be devised. One such solution might employ a tree-shaped terres-
trial network logical topology, as described above, with subtrees defined on a regional
basis to group together receivers with similar satellite channel FERs.
Additionally, frame error models more realistic than the BSC model considered in
this dissertation remain to be investigated.
Hybrid ARQ schemes for multicasting, which employ FEC techniques for im-
proving throughput, were mentioned in the Introduction. Such schemes suggest pos-
sibilities in the context of hybrid networks, such as using different FEC codes for the
satellite and terrestrial channels. While this dissertation has explored hybrid networks,




For reference, some identities useful for this work are offered here. These identities





































































































































































()0 Quantity pertains to “exceptional” receiver(s)
() Quantity has been calculated to be optimal,
i.e. to provide maximal throughput
()a Quantity pertains to acknowledgements link
()s Quantity pertains to satellite link
()t Quantity pertains to terrestrial link
()hyb Quantity pertains to hybrid network
()shyb Quantity pertains to satellite link in hybrid network
()thyb Quantity pertains to terrestrial link in hybrid network
()sat Quantity pertains to pure-satellite network




β Average number of frames transmitted per frame delivered
to all receivers (a measure ofinefficiency)
γ() Cumulative distribution function for the number of
transmissions required to successfully deliver a frame
to all receivers
ε Arbitrarily chosen desired upper bound for probability
of an undesirable event
η Throughput efficiency (ratio of throughput to sum of link
bandwidths used to achieve that throughput)
θ Maximum number of sequence numbers an acknowledgement
may contain (θ 2 f2;3; : : :g)
λ Arrival rate
ν Throughput (information bits/second)
ρ Fraction of total available bandwidth devoted
to terrestrial links
τ One-way, station-to-station propagation delay (seconds)
φ Number of frame transmission intervals used for computing
timer period (φ 2 f2;3; : : :g)
ω Maximum possible number of transmission attempts
without exhausting the ARQ window




h Number of overhead (non-information) bits per information
frame sent, via either satllite or terrestrial link
(h= hCRC+hseq)
hCRC Number of bits for cyclic redundancy check (CRC)
hseq Number of bits for [each] sequence number
in an acknowledgement
Kmaxack Maximum number of bits per acknowledgement frame 
Kmaxack = θhseq+hCRC

L Total number of bits per frame
(L = `+h)
` Number of information bits per frame
M Number of receivers
N ARQ window size (frames)
p Frame-error probability (also called frame-error rate, FER)
q Bit-error probability (also called bit-error rate, BER)
r Bit transmission rate (bits/second)
T Timer period (seconds)
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